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I. INTRODUCTION 
Operations researchers, military planners and programmers, 
statisticians, economists, marketing personnel, managers and 
others are often faced with the need to analyze data in the 
form of a time series, which can be thought of as a sequence 
of observations of either a deterministic or stochastic 
process. In most cases, the objective of the analysis is 
to determine patterns or other recognizable behavior appar-
ent in the data, and to then formulate a suitable mathemati-
cal model for the time series from which forecasts of future 
behavior can be obtained. The value to a decision maker 
of being able to predict the future with some reasonable 
and statistically quantifiable degree of accuracy can not 
be overstated. For example, in areas such as budget expen-
ditures, recruiting performance, commodity prices, population 
levels, resource consumption, manpower levels and consumer 
demand for products, decision makers charged with planning 
for the future should base their decisions at least in 
part on the best available predictions about the future 
behavior of the time series in question. 
Until the late 1960's, the techniques employed in time 
series analysis were primarily those of spectral analysis, 
with applications of harmonic analysis and mathematical 
transform theory. For an introduction to these topics, the 
reader is referred to Anderson [Ref. 2], Lewis [Ref. 7] 
and Jenkins [Ref. 10]. Due to the high degree of mathematical 
9 
sophistication required by the spectral analysis approach, 
the capability to perform time series analysis resided nearly 
exclusively with mathemaL~aians and electrical engineers. 
As a consequence, the majority of decision makers came to 
use more understandable (and far less powerful) methods 
such as simple moving averages or exponential smoothing. 
However, in the late 1960's and early 1970's, the statistical 
analysis of time series by the methods developed by Box 
and Jenkins [Ref. 4] has gained widespread acceptance. 
Although these methods are mathematically nearly equivalent 
to the spectral approach (there are transformations that 
interconnect the two methodologies), the Box-Jenkins approach 
is described in vocabulary more familiar to operations 
researchers, statisticians, e conomists and managers, and 
is therefore being used more and more by them in building 
models from measurements of the past. 
Many algorithms and computer programs for performing 
the analyses required by the Box-Jenkins approach have been 
developed and are available from several sources. Perhaps 
the best source is the collection of FORTRAN computer sub-
routines which resides in the International Mathematical 
and Statistical Library (IMSL) [Ref. 9]. The primary prob-
lem with using the available computer resources lies not 
in any deficiency of the programs themselves, but with the 
very nature of the Box-Jenkins methodology itself. ThP 
Box-Jenkins method is an iterative approach to time series 
10 
analysis, which is briefly described in Figure 1. 
Wheelwright and Makridakis, Ref. 16.) 
(See 
As indicated by Figure 1, the Box-Jenkins method is a 
multi-stage, iterative process. It begins with the postu-
lation of a general class of time series models which has 
been found, experimentally, to be extremely rich. There-
after, the procedure continues as a trial-and-error process, 
with .decisions points where the analyst is required to 
select the next direction based on the best information 
available to him. Since each stage of the process outlined 
in Figure 1 may consist of several sub-steps, the modeli~~ 
process itself can become quite time-consuming, even with 
the ready availability of the IMSL software resources. For 
example, an analyst employing the IMSL subroutines in a 
batch processing computer system to perform Box-Jenkins 
modeling of a time series might perform the following 
sequence of tasks: 
1. Prepare the time series data in the proper format. 
2. Plot and visually examine the time series, checking 
for nonstationarity, trends, seasonality, patterns, 
etc. 
3. Wr i te a program to call the IMSL subroutine that 
will calcuate the mean, variance, autocorrelations 
and partial autocorrelations of the series. 
4. Plot the autocorrelations and partial autocorrela-
tions; this provides much of the information re-
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5. Write a program to call the IMSL subroutine which 
transforms the time series to adjust for seasonal 
patterns, nonstationary behavior or other behavior 
which deviates from that assumed for the class of 
models postulated. 
6. Repeat steps (2) through (4) with the transformed 
data. 
7. Review the statistical properties of the auto-
correlations and partial autocorrelations for 
tentative model identification. 
8. Write a program to call the IMSL program that 
estimates the model parameters and computes the 
residuals. 
9. Write a program to perform goodness-of-fit tests 
for the model. 
10. Analyze the model residuals, using steps (1) through 
(9), as with the original time series. 
11. Refine the model using information gained b y 
examination for any structure in the residuals. 
12. Repeat the preceding process until no structure 
remains in the residuals. 
13. When an adequate model has been obtained, write a 
program to call the IMSL subroutine which forecasts 
and determines confidence intervals for future 
values of the time series. 
Between each successive pair o f steps, the analyst must 
manually interve ne in the analys i s proce s s , making a decis i on 
1 3 
subjectively based on the information then available. 
Thus, much analyst interaction is necessary in order to 
determine a suitable mathematical model and forecast equa-
tion. Even with rapid computer job turnaround time, the 
process described above could easily consume a full working 
day or more. 
This paper describes an effort to alleviate some of the 
organizational problems inherent in the modeling of time 
series using the Box-Jenkins iterative approach. This 
effort consists of an interactive computer program package 
which provides access in a structured way to the most useful 
IMSL and other subroutines necessary for Box-Jenkins time 
series analysis. This package, called the Time Series Editor, 
is written for use with the Naval Postgraduate School's 
Control Progam/Carnbridge Monitor System (CP/ CMS). Since all 
working programs with the exception of the executive routine 
itself are written in FORTRAN, the Time Series Editor should 
be adaptable for use on other FORTRAN-capable time-sharing 
systems. The Time Series Editor assists the a nalys t in 
data preparation and entry, model construc tio n and diag-
nostic testing, and time series forecasti ng . In fact , 
with the User's Guide provided as an Appendix t o th i s repor t, 
a complete Box-Jenkins time serie s analysis can b per -
formed in a short time by even a nov ice compu er user . 
For this reason, the Time Series Editor coul 
i nstructional tool for laboratory us e i n 
course. 
14 
a rci !. uable 
im s r ie s 
A brief overivew of Box-Jenkins methodology is provided 
in Chapter II, to serve as a point of reference for the 
material which follows. Chapter III contains a description 
of the algorithm employed to estimate non-linear least-
squares parameters for a generalized (seasonal, nonseasonal, 
stationary, or nonstationary) Box-Jenkins model. Chapter IV 
contains descriptions of each of the major programs in 
the Time Series Editor. Chapters V and VI contain examples 
of actual use of the Time Series Editor, using a non-
seasonal and a seasonal series, respectively. Chapter VII 
includes a summary of the report, and recommendations for 
future additions to the Time Series Editor. The Appendices 
include a User's Guide to the Time Series Editor, with 
instructions, sample user sessions and sample outputs. 
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II. BOX-JENKINS METHODOLOGY: A PRIMER 
This chapter provides a brief overview of the methodology 
developed for the analysis of time series data by G.E.P. 
Box and G.M. Jenkins, in order to facilitate understanding 
of the models and programs employed in the Time Series 
Editor. For more detail on the material covered in this 
chapter, the interested reader is referred to the texts by 
Anderson [Ref. 1), Box and Jenkins [Ref. 4), Pindyck and 
Rubinfeld [Ref. 15), Nelson [Ref. 14), and Mabert [Ref. 12). 
A. LISTING OF NOTATION 
The following is a listing of the notation employed 
in this chapter and in the remainder of this report. Each 
symbol is provided with a brief title or explanation of its 
use. 
{ Z I } 
t 
a time series 
the length of the time series {number of terms) 
estimates of the mean and variance of the time 
series {zt} 
transform of {zt}, where z t = (zt + , l A 
or zt = ln(zt + s l 
differenced series from {zt } , where 
d D I 
wt== 'v 'vszt 
autocorrelation of lag k 
estimate of autocorrelation at l a g k 












seasonal backward difference operator of order 
D with seasons 
backward shift operator of orders 
length of the time series' season 
non-seasonal Aautoregressive parameters 
(estimates, ¢ ) 
seasonal autoregressive parameters (estimates, ~ ) 
non-seasonal Amoving average parameters 
(estimates, 8 ) 
seasonal moving average parameters (estimates, 8 ) 
series of white noise terms of the process 
variance of the white noise process 
sum of squared residuals of the model 
number of non-seasonal autoregressive parameters 
number of seasonal autoregressive parameters 
number of non-seasonal moving average parameters 
number of seasonal moving average parameters 
transfer function of a linear filter 
partial autocorrelation of lag k 
B. TIME SERIES, STOCHASTIC MODELS AND STATIONARITY 
A distinguishing feature of modern time series analysis 
is that the sequence of observations of a given variable is 
considered to be a realization of jointly distributed 
17 
random variables, such that the time series itself can be 
viewed as a stochastic process. A discrete stochastic 




, .•. ,zt) 
generated sequentially in time by a set of jointly distributed 
random variables, where the actual data (z
1
,z 2 , ... ,zt) 
represents a particular realization of some joint probability 
distribution function f(z
1
,z 2 , ... ,zt). With this function 
determined in some way, a forecast zt+k can be thought of as 
having been generated by a conditi nal probability distri-
bution f(zt+kiz 1 ,z 2 , ... ,zt). Now, the stochastic process 
which generates the time series (z 1 ,z 2 , ... ,zt) is said to 
be stationary if its properties are unaffected by a change 
in time origin; that is, the process has reached a particular 
state of statistical equilibrium. This implies that the 
joint probability distribution associated with them 
observations (zt ,zt , ... ,zt ), made at any set of times 
1 2 m 
(t
1
,t2 , ... ,tm), is identical to that distribution associated 
with them observations (zt +k'zt +k•···,zt +k) made at 
1 2 m 
times (t1+k,t 2+k, ... ,tm+k). 
For stationary discrete time series, the marginal 
probability distribution p(zt) is the same for all times 
t. Hence, the stochastic process embodied in the time 
series has a constant mean 
J zp (z)dz , 
18 
which defines the level about which it fluctuates i n time, 
and a constant variance 
2 a z = 
2 
E [ ( zt - µ ) ] 
00 
f (z - µ ) 2p(z)dz , 
- oo 
which measures its variability about the level of the mean. 
Since the probability distribution p(z) is the same for all 
times t, its form can be investigated b y plottin g a h i stogram 
or relative frequency plot of t he set of observations 
(z
1
,z 2 , ... ,zt). Additionally, the mean and variance of 
the stochastic process can be estimated by the sample 















- 2 l (zt - z) • 
t=l 
C. THE BASICS OF DI FFERENCE OPERATORS AND LINEAR FILTER 
MODELS 
This section pro v ides a brief d i scussion of the differ-
ence operators curre n tly employed i n wri ting Box-Jenk i n s 
models. Those mos t commonly used are described below in 
Table I. 
19 
Operator Name Definition 
Bm Backward Shift Operator Bz = zt-1 
of order m t s 
B zt = z t-s 
Fm Forward Shift Operator F = B -1 
of order m 
Fzt = zt+l 
m 
F zt = zt+m 
17D Backward Difference ll D = (1 - B)D s Operator of order D 
and season s 11 D (1 Bs)D = -s 
ll zt = Zt - zt-1 
Table I. Basic difference operators. 
D 
It is noted here that 11 zt could be written as a 
binomial expansion; that is, 
= D ( 1 - B) zt = 
= 
D 
L (~) (1) j (-B) D-j) zt 
j= O 
D 
,;; D D-j 
l ( j ) ( - l ) z t - D+ j . 
j =O 
The stochas~ic models emp loy ed in the Box-Jenkins method 
are based on the idea that a time series in which successive 
20 
values are highly dependent can be regarded as having been 
generated from a series of independent "shocks" at. These 
shock terms, sometimes referred to as white noise terms, 
are random drawings from some fixed distribution, generally 
assumed Normal with mean zero and variance 0 2 . The white 
a 
noise process at is supposed transformed to the process zt 
by what is known as a linear filter, shown in Figure 2 below 




1/J ( B) 
Linear 
Filter 
Figure 2. Representation of a time series as 
the output from a linear filter. 
weighted sum of previous observations, so that 
written 
= 




In general, µ is the parameter that determines the "level" 
of the process, and 
21 
is the linear operator that transforms at into zt, called 
the transfer function of the filter. The sequence 
~1 ,w2 , ... formed by the weights may be (theoretically) 
finite or infinite; if this sequence is finite, or infinite 
and converges, the filter is said to be stable and the 
process zt stationary. The parameter µ is then the value 
about which the process varies. Otherwise, zt is called 
nonstationary, and µ has no specific meaning except as a 
reference point for the level of the process. 
D. HOMOGENEOUS NON-STATIONARY AND SEASONAL PROCESSES 
In many cases of interest to the time series analyst, 
the process being examined is not stationary. Instead, 
the probabilistic structure of the process generating the 
time series changes with time. For example, there may be 
a trend or seasonal pattern in the time series. However, if 
the series can be found to exhibit behavior which is somewhat 
homogeneous, then the series can frequently be transformed 
into a stationary series that can be described by Box-Jenkins 
models. 
A series is said to be homogeneous nonstationary of 
order d if wt= Vdzt is a stationary series for some integer 
d. Here V = (1 - B) denotes the dif f erence operator such 
1 
that V at= zt - zt_ 1 . The fact that a given series is 
nonstationary can be dete rmine d quickly by examination of 
22 
the autocorrelation function, to be discussed later. The 
series to be modeled should be differenced until the re-
sulting series appears stationary or until the procedure 
appears to be making no improvement. 
A time series is called seasonal when it exhibits 
cyclical behavior over time, showing a regular period. 
Examples of seasonal processes include monthly rainfall, 
monthly crop yields, sale volume of bathing suits, livestock 
production rates and energy consumption. Seasonal patterns 
are often easy to spot simply by observing a plot of the 
series, or through knowledge of the process that generated 
the series. However, in many cases where the variability of 
the series is large, s easonal patterns will be difficult to 
distinguish from other fluctuations. Recognition of season-
ality in a series is important, since it provides information 
useful in modeling and forecasting; as will be shown, the 
autocorrelation function can assist in recognizing seasonality. 
The Box-Jenkins modeling approach for seasonal nonstationary 
time series of season lengths is to first transform the 
series using an appropriate seasonal differencing operator 
to ''sweep out" the seasonal effect; that is, take 
= 
If there is a trend or other types of non-stationarity pre-
sent, as well as the s e asonal effect, the series can be 
23 
differenced again with the ordinary difference operator 
until stationarity is achieved. This transform would be 
written 
The transformed series Wt is then modeled as a stationary 
series. For seasonal series where complete stationarity 
can not be achieved , a class of seasonal models is avail-
able; these are discussed later in this Chapter. 
E. GENERAL CLASSES OF BOX-JENKINS MODELS 
This section will provide brief descriptions of several 
of the most commonly used classes of Box-Jenkins models, 
including autoregressive (AR) models, moving average (MA) 
models, mixed and integrated autoregressive-moving average 
(ARMA/ARIMA) models, and a generalized seasonal ARIMA model. 
1. Autoregressive Models 
In autoregressive (AR) models, the curre nt value of 
the series under study is expressed as a linear combination 
of previous series values that exp lain the current obser-
vation, plus an unexplained random (white noise) term at. 
For a stationary series, or one that has been transformed 
to stationarity, the deviation from the mean value for each 
~ 
period, Zt = zt - µ , can be modeled as dependent on weighted 
values of the previous deviations from the mean. The AR 
model can be written 
24 
In the expressions which follow the tilde will be dropped, 
but it is to be understood that the mean has already been 
subtracted from each observation. This equation is called 
an autoregressive process of order p, where ¢. represents 
J 
1 . ht . ff . . t f h . th · · d a sea ar weig ing coe 1c1en or t e J previous perio. 
The model can also be written in more compact form as 
where 
¢ (B) (1 - ¢ B - ¢ B2 1 2 
a polynomial in the ope-rator B. Then, ¢ (B) represents a 
general non-seasonal AR operator. The reason these models 
are called autoregressive can be seen f rom rE!Calling 
regression analysis; here the model relates the dependent 
variable zt to a set of explanatory variables (zt-l'zt_ 2 , 
... ,zt ), which are previous values of the time series. -p 
Therefore, the model is autoregressive. For example, when 
the value of the time series at time t depends only on the 
v alue at time t-1, the model b e comes an autoregressive model 
of order 1, denoted AR(l). Similarly, if the value in 
period t depends on the values in periods t-1, t-2 and t-3, 
25 
the model is AR(J). The following equations are the mathe-
matical representation of those two examples: 
AR(l) = 
AR ( 3) 
2. Moving Average Models 
In moving average (MA) models, the assumption is made 
that the current value of the time series at period t can 
be expressed as a linear combination of the previous fore-
cast errors (or, residuals), at= zt - zt. The general 
equation for this model can be writte n 
which is called a moving averag e model of order g, where 
8 represents the scalar we ighting coefficient for the q th 
g 
previous period. Like the AR model, the MA model can be 
written in more compact ope rator notation as follows: 
= S (B)at, 
where 
S (B ) = ,(1 - e B - e s 2 -l 2 
2 6 
a polynomial in the operator B. The MA model implies that 
the analyst can gain valuable i nformation for future 
predictions by consideration of the weighted sum of a 
number of previous forecast errors or residuals. The 
following are examples of MA models of order 1 and order 
3, MA(l) and MA(3): 
MA(l) = 
MA ( 3) 
= 
3. Mixed and Integrated Autoregressive-Moving Average 
Models 
A natural extension of the autoregressive and moving 
average models is to construct a combination of the two. 
Such mixed processes are called autoregressive-moving average 
(ARMA) processes, of orders p and g, often written as 
ARMA{p,g). Box and Jenkins [Ref. 4) notes that for many 
series encountered in practice, the inclusion of both AR 
and MA terms in a model results in fewer total parameters 
than would be required for either a pure AR or pure MA 
process. The ARMA(p,g) model may be written in the usudl 
form as 
27 
in the more compact operator notation, the same model is 
written 
= 6 (B)at. 
As an example, an ARMA(2,2) model would be written as: 
= 
or expanded, as: 
= 
Recall that with differencing or other transformation 
techniques, a stationary series can be obtained from a 
homogeneous (seasonal or non-seasonal) non-stationary series. 
When the differencing technique is integrated directly into 
the ARMA model, the result is an integrated autoregressive-
moving average (ARIMA) model. The model is often written 
ARIMA(p,d,g), where p and g retain their previous meanings, 
and d represents the order of (non-seasonal) differencing. 
The model may also be generalized by including an additional 
constant term 6
0 
that will have the effect of adding a 
deterministic polynomial trend of order d. 
may be found in general by the formula 
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The value of ~ 
0 
where 
G = [l -
A 










cp . ] 
J 
j=l 
The general ARIMA(p,d,q) model can be written compactly as 
( 1) = 8
0 
+ 8 (B) at. 
An equivalent form for ARIMA(p,d,q) models that is 
sometimes seen is called the undifferenced form: 
where 
4' ( B) = </> (B)(l - B)d. 
The "differenced" form, equation (1), is the form usually 
seen. In the differenced form, the transfer function cp (B) 
is assumed to be stable; that i s, all the roots of the 
difference equation cp (B) = 0 are outside the unit circle. 
Clearly, IJ' (B) is not a transfer function of a stationary 
series when d > 0, since IJ' (B) has d roots on the unit 
circle . 
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4. Seasonal ARIMA Models 
The general class of ARIMA models previously dis-
cussed can be further generalized to allow for the modeling 
of seasonal models with the addition of appropriate seasonal 
operators and parameters. The seasonal model is called 
an ARIMA model of order (p,d,g) x (P,D,Q)s' where p,d, and 
g retain their previous meanings, and P, D, Q ands are as 
defined in Section A of this chapter, page 17. The ARIMA 
(p,d,g) x (P,D,Q)s model can be written as the product of 
nonseasonal and seasonal operators: 
= 
As an example, consider the ARIMA (1,2,1) x (1,2,1) 12 model: 
= 
F. THE AUTOCORRELATION AND PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS 
Mathematically, the autocorrelation at lag k, denoted 
Pk, is defined as: 
= 




The autocorrelation function of a time series describes the 
association (mutual dependence) among values of the same 
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series taken at different time periods, the difference in 
time being referred to as the lag, denoted k. Autocorrela-
tion of itself implies nothing about a change in one 
variable causing a change in another. However, the auto-
correlations may provide important information about the 
structure of a data set and its pattern. In a set of com-
pletely random data the theoretical autocorrelations among 
successive values will always be zero, whereas data values 
of strong seasonal or cyclical behavior will be highly 
autocorrelated. This pk can be estimated using the time-
averaged sample autocorrelation, denoted rk, defined as: 
N-k 
1 L (zt - z) (zt+k - z) 
N t=l 
A plot of the autocorrelation function versus the lag k, 
called a correlogram, is very useful for the purpose of 
determining if a process is s t ationary and for ident i fying 
the appropriate model. 
Another function useful in identifying the appropriate 
model for a given series is the partial autocorrelation 
function, here called the pauto function. Partial auto-
correlations are analogous to autocorrelations in that they 
indicate the relationship of the values of a time series to 
various time-lagged values of the same series. However, 
they differ from autocorrelations in that they measure the 
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strength of the relationship between values of the series 
of various lags after the e f fects of other lags have been 
removed. In effect, they show the relative strength of the 
relationship that exists for varying time lags. For time 
series models of the types to be considered, the partial 
autocorrelation coefficients can be calculated several 
ways. One method of calculation, described by Box and 
Jenkins [Ref. 4, Sec. 3.2.5) begins with the following 
equation, satisfied by the autocorrelation function, where 
the ¢k are autoregressive parameters: 
This leads to what are known as the Yule-Walker equations, 
















P2 - pl 
¢22 = = 
1 1 2 pl - p l 
pl 1 
1 Pl pl 
pl 1 P2 
¢32 
P2 Pl P3 
etc. = 1 pl p2 
, 
p 1 pl 1 
P2 pl 1 
In general, for ¢kk' the determinant in the numerator has 
the same elements as tha t in the denominator, but with the 
last column replaced with pk. The quantity ¢kk' a function 
of the lag k, is called the partial autocorrelation function. 
Other methods for calculating partial autocorrelations include 
successively fitting autoregressive processes of orders 
1, 2, ... , k by least squares and picking off estimates of 
A A A 
¢11 , ¢2 2 , ... , ¢kk of the last coefficient fitted at each 
stage. Another method, discussed in Appendix A3.2 of 
Ref. 4 and due to Durbin, generates est i mates of an auto-
regressive process of order k+l recursively from estimates 
of autoregressive processed orders k and less . It is 
derived by observing recursive relationships from the 




j = 1,2, ... , k, and 
A 
cp k+l,k+l = 
k " 
rk+l - L cp k . rk+l · j=l J -J 
k " 
1 - l cp k . r. 
j=l J J 
Another way of looking at partial autocorrelations 
is to consider a time series {zt } and the model 
where the b values are the least squares estimates of the 
linear regression coefficients ( B's) in the model 
= 
Let zt be the residual of zt after removing the linear 
effect of zt-l' ... , zt-k+l from zt' such that zt = zt - zt 
Then, the partial autocorrelation of lag k, denoted cpkk' 
is defined to be the simple autocorrelation of lag k for 
the adjusted series (z 1 ,z 2 , • • • I 
~ 
z ) . 
n 
The exact expression for partial autocorrelations of 
a moving average process is complicated , but an approximate 
duality between autocorrelations of an autoregressive 
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process and pautos of a moving average process implies 
that the pautos of a moving average process would have the 
same general behavior as the autocorrelations of an auto-
regressive process of the same order. This approximate 
duality also implies that the pautos of an autoregressive 
process of order p will have the same general behavior as 
the autocorrelations of a moving average process of order 
p. Thus, one function can be examined and used to confirm 
the other, and may be of use in model identification, discussed 
in section G of this chapter. 
G. COMMENTS ON MODEL SELECTION EMPLOYING AUTOCORRELATIONS 
AND PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS 
The purpose of this section is to provide a brief over-
view of the methodology for selecting the proper model for 
a given time series, through both examination or prior 
knowledge of the data itself and examination of plots of 
the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions. 
A not yet stationary series should first be differenced 
or transformed until it appears to be stationary; character-
istic of the autocorrelation plot (correlogram) of a non-
stationary series is a very slow damping out of the auto-
correlations. When this property of the correlogram is 
observed, the analyst should diffe rence the series until no 
further improvement is reached. For ARMA(p,q) models, the 
tentative identification of the mode l class, that is, the 
determination of p and q , can be don e by examining the 
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sample autocorrelation and sample partial autocorrelation 
functions of the given time series with the theor~tical auto 
and pauto functions of members of the general linear class. 
For most stationary time series, an adequate fit can be 
found in a model with p and q relatively small, say three 
or less. 
The following figure displays examples of autocorrela-
tion and partial autocorrelation versus lag plots for several 
basic model types, described in Ref. 17. 
Figure 3. Examples of Auto and Pauto Plots 
Figure 3(a). Auto and Pauto vs. Lag for AR(l) Model 
Auto Pauto 
1 





0 1-----.,------- k 
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Figure 3(d) . Auto and Pauto vs . Lag f or MA(2) Model 
Auto Pauto 
1 1 
0 k 0 k ( t~ lag) 








... . . .. 
Figure 3(e). Example Auto and Pauto vs. Lag for 
Mixed ARMA(l ,l) Model 
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As can be seen from the f i gure s, there is a wide variety 
of possibilities for appearance o f the correlogram and 
partial autocorrelation plots for even the simplest of 
models. Sometimes the pattern of estimated autos and pautos 
can be quickly classified in t e rms of one of the simpler 
basic models; however, most r ea l data will generate auto 
and pauto plots that resemble those of Figure 3(e), those 
of a mixed model. Here some free association may be re-
quired to infer a pat~ern from the correlogram, or more 
than one pattern may be implied . However, most of the time 
a se lection of something is possible. As is evident, this 
i s a somewhat subjective process, where the quality of 
ide ntification will improve with experience. 
The following table, adapte d from Box and Jenkins 
(Ref. 4], summarizes the propertie s of autoregressive, 
moving average and mixed ARMA p roc e sses; an understanding 
of its contents will be helpful a s thumbrules for initial 
model identification. 
It can b e noted from examination of Table I I that there 
exists what can be termed a "duality" relationship between 
the autocorrelations and par tial autocorrelations of pure 
autor egress ive and moving average p rocesses. For example, 
the plot o f a utoc orrelation versus lag for an AR(p ) p rocess 
would appear the same as the plot of partia l autocorrela-
tion versus lag for an MA (q), process , for p = q. Similarly , 
the plot of partial autocorrelation versus lag for t he AR (p) 
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Table II. Properties of Basic ARMA Processes 
process would appear the same as the plot of autocorrelation 
versus lag for an MA(g) process, where p == q. 
For seasonal series, where differencing has been unable 
to remove all the nonstationary seasonal behavior, the auto-
correlation and partial autocorrelation p lots will generally 
exhibit a "spike '' at lags equal to integer multiples of the 
period of seasonality . For example , if the data are seasonal 
with a period of 12, then the autocorre lations 
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r 12 , r 24 , r 36 , ... and the partial autocorrelations 
¢12 , 12 , ¢24 , 24 , ¢36 , 36 , ... would be amplified. This would 
indicate a need for one or more seasonal parameters to be 
included in the model. The following figure is an illus-
tration of such an auto/ pauto p lot. 
Figure 4. Example Auto and Pauto versus lag for mixed 





H. ESTIMATION OF MODEL PARAMETERS 
Suppose a time series h a s b e n tenta tively i dentified 
as an ARIMA(p,d, q ) mode l: 
+ 
0 
There are then p+q +2 un k nown paramet r s o f t h e mod e l to be 
e stimated, ( 1 , ¢ 2 , ... , p ' 0 , o1 , 2 , ... , q ' ; ) . The 
4 2 
Box-Jenkins procedure separates this estimation into two 
parts. First, estimates are obtained for the AR and MA 




, ••• , <P P) and 8 
then estimates are calculated for 8 
0 
" " tions of <P and e . 
The usual procedure is to select those parameter values 
" " 
<P and 8 that minimize the sum of squared model errors 
(residuals). Let µw = 8
0
/ (1 - <t> 1 - <P 2 - - <P ) and p 
Then, it can be shown that µ = E[Wt] w 
and that the model can be rewritten as 
= 8 (B) at , 
or 
Now, let W, the sample mean, be the estimate of µ (if 
w 
d > 0, then µ is usually zero). Also, let 
w 
" -1 " -
(B) (B) (Wt - W) • 
Set 
s ( J_i 
where N = n-d is the l e ng th o f the differenced series. The 
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A A 
objective is to select those parameters f and e such that 
A A 
S( f , ~ ) is minimized over all values of the (p+q)-dimensioned 
parameter space. Since the equation in Sis nonlinear 
in the parameters, iterative search methods are generally 
used to determine optimal model parameters. Having found 
2 




S( , ) / N-p-g 
Chapter III contains a more detailed description of a 
nonlinear algorithm to estimate parameters of a generalized 
seasonal or nonseasonal ARI.MA model. 
I. DIAGNOSTIC CHECKING OF MODELS 
After the model has been t e ntatively identified and 
parameter estimates have been calculated, the next task is 
to test whether or not the origina l model spec ification 
was correct and that the model itself is adequate in fore-
casting power. The process o f t e sting the model can take 
many forms, but will usually include at least the following 
two steps: 
1. Generate a simulated series from the estimated 
model and compar e the simulated series and its 
auto and pauto fu nctions with the original series 
and its respective auto and pau to functions. This 
comparison is essentia lly subject ive. 
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2. Calculate the residua ls of the estimated model, the 
" at's, and compare t he p roperties of the residuals 
with those assumed f o r the shock terms of the actual 
process. The residuals should be normally distri-
buted and uncorre late d with each other; that is, there 
should be no d i scernable structure in the residuals. 
There are many quantitative statistical tests and 
data analytic tool s that can be applied to the 
residuals to test hypotheses of normality and zero 
autocorrelation. 
A plot of the autocorre lation and partial autocorrelation 
functions of the res i duals wi l l provide not only a test of 
whether or not the res i duals are uncorrelated, but, if they 
are correlated, the p lots can be used to suggest improve-
ments to the model. For example , s uppose the model was 
tentatively specified as the ARMA( l,l ) mod e l below: 
(1 - 0. 5B) (zt - 2) == (1 + 0.7B) at . 
Suppose also that the autos a nd pau tos of the model residuals 
suggested the model (1 - 0 . 3B) at= ut, where the ut's 
h . . . h . 2 are w ite noise, uncorrelated wi t variance o . 
u 
Then, 
these two models can be combined i n to the ARMA(2,l) model: 
(1 - 0.3B) (1 - 0 . SB) (zt - 2) (1 + 0.7B) ut . 
Th i s s hou ld be a refinement over the or i g ina l mode l. 
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J. FORECASTING 
The objective in forecasting is to predict future 
values of the time series with as little error as possible. 
The criterion most often used for · forecasting is to calcu-
late that forecast which minimizes t he expected mean square 
A 
forecast error. Therefore, if zt( £ ) denotes the forecast 
for lead time £ from time origin t of the value zt+ £ ' 
the objective is to find ~t( £ ) such that the objective 
function 
is a minimum. This forecast is given by taking it( £ ) as 
the conditional expectation of zt+ , given z 1 , ... , zt: 
~t( £ ) 
The forecast can be easily ge ne rated recursively from the 
mathematical model, utilizing the facts that 
zt . , -J 
for j = 0, 1, 2 ... (where t i s the curre nt time) , and 
A 
z t ( j ) , for j = 1,2, ... 
6 
and 
for times > t 
for times < t 
For example, consider the Box-Jenkins model 
2 (1 - 0.5B + 0.6B) zt (1 + 0.3B) at 
which could be written in the expanded form as 
0.Szt-l - 0 . 6zt_ 2 +at+ 0.3 at-l . 
Now, assume it is known that z 100 is 1 .4, z 99 
is 1.0, and 
the calculation has been made to obtain the residual 
a
100 
= 0.2. Then the forecasts of z 101 , z 102 and z103 
made from an origin oft= 100 can be calculated from the 
model as follows: 






zlOO(l) (0.5) (1.4) - (0.6) (1.0) + 0 + (0.3) (0.2) 
then our forecast 
21
00
(1) = o.7 - o.6 + 0.06 = 0.16 
Next, for £ = 2, set 
~100( 2 ) = E[z102 l 2101 'zlOO'Z99'··· 1 zl] I 
2100 ( 2 ) = E[0.5z 101 - 0.6zl00 + al02 + 0.3al01 
l 2 1oo'z99'···,z1] I 
2100( 2 ) = (0. 5) (z100 (1)) - (0.6) (zlOO) + 0 + 0 I 
2100( 2 ) = (0. 5) (0.16) - (0.6) (1.4) = -0.76 
similarly, for £ = 3, set 





{3) = (0.5) (-0.76) - (0.6) (0.16) = -0.48 
Clearly, this process can be continued into the future as 
long as desired, recognizing that the expected forecast 
accuracy will decrease as £ increases. 
Let 
denote the forecast error for lead time £ beyond the forecast 
time origin t. It can be shown that et( £ ) is given by 
the relation 
where the scalar weights 
j 
are determined from the equation 
ljJ (B) ~-l(B) (1 - B)-d 8 (8) 
using the known parameter values. The variance of the 
forecast error is given by 
2 
E[(et( £ )] = (1 + 
2 




l l/! ~ la 2 
J a 
j=l 
From these relationships, a confidence interval of n 
standard deviations about a forecast of lead time £ would 
be given by: 
£-l 1/2 
; t/1 ~ l ~ 
J a 
j=l 
The value of n could also be thought of as the percentage 
point for the desired level of confidence us~ng the Normal 
distribution [Ref. 4] . It can be noted from the definition 
of et( £ ) above that the one-step-ahead forecast error, 
et(l) is simply the value at+li that is, 
2 t+l - ~t(l) 
This is an explanation for the use of the term "residual" 
t o refer to the white noise or shock terms. Additionally, 
from the foregoing it is eviden t that the forecast error 
variance is a non-decreasing function of the length of 
the forecast lead time ; therefore, the confidence bands 
must become wider as the forecast lead time increases. 
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III. GENERALIZED ARIMA MODEL PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the compu-
tational details of the algorithm WMARQRDT, employed with 
appropriate subroutines to estimate Box-Jenkins parameters 
of a generalized seasonal (or non-seasonal) ARIMA model. 




W . n d n D ' t l . S v vdzt' 
z' is the transformed time series (for example, 
t 
z~ = ln zt or z~ = ~) 
The model employs a Marquardt-type [see Ref. 13] non-
linear least squares algorithm for determination of the 
model parameters, s earching in the parameter space for the 
set of parameters which minimizes the sum of the squared model 
residuals. 
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A. MATHEMATICAL DISCUSSION OF THE MARQUARDT ALGORITHM 
Reference 13 describes Marquardt's methodology for 
development of a general algorithm for least-squares esti-
mation of nonlinear parameters. Most algorithms for least-
squares estimation o f nonline ar p aramete rs have been cen-
tered about either a pure linear ite rative model based on 
a Taylor series expansion or using some form of the method 
of ste epest descent (maximum negative gradient). Since 
both methods have severe potential pitfalls (Taylor series 
due to divergence of the ite r a tes due to an unfortunate 
choice of initial values, the steepest d e scent due to slow 
convergence after the fi rs t f ew itera tions), a method termed 
"Maximum neighborhood" me tho d wa s deve l oped by Marquardt 
which, in effect, performs an optimum i nterpolation between 
the Taylor series method and the method of steepest descent, 
the interpolation bein g based upon the maximum neighborhood 
in which the t r uncated Tay lor s e ries g ives an ade quate 
representation of t h e nonlinear mod e l. 
As discussed in Ref . 14, the i d ea o f Marquardt's method 
can be briefly expla i ne d a s fo llows. Assume the algorithm 
begins with a vector of in i t i al parame t e rs 
0
,, , 0 ). 
0 0 0 
If the method of steepest descen t is app lie d, a c ertain 
\ 
vector direction h, where t h e subscript g repres e nts the 
g 
gradient (which g i ve s t h e direction i n wh i ch the rate of 
change is the g re a t e st) , is o b t ain ed for moveme nt awa y f rom 
the initial point v a l ue s in th e pa rameter space . Due to 
p otent i al nonlinear i ties in th e s um- of -sq uared- r esidua ls 
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surface, S( ¢ , ~ , e , 0 ), in the parameter s pace, h may 
0 0 0 0 g 
be the best local direction in which to move toward opti-
mality (minimal sum of squa r ed model residuals), but may 
not be the best direction. However , t ne best direction 
must be within 90 degrees [Ref . 8] of h , or else the 
g -
value of S( , ~ , 8 , 0 ) will increase locally . Now, the 
linearization, or Taylor series method, may result in a 
different correction vector, ht . Marquardt fo und experi-
mental.ly that for a number of practical problems, the angle, 
say ~ ' between the vectors hg and ht' fell in the range 
80 degrees <~< 90 degrees . In other words , the two 
d i rections were nearly normal in most cases. The Marguardt 
algorithm then, provides a method for interpolation between 
the vectors h g and ht ' employing a suitable step size, which, 
in general , converges more quickly than e ithe r of the two 
"parent" methods alone. The remainder of this section des-
cribes the mechanics of the algorithm , as applied to the 
estimation of Box-Je nki ns pa rameters . 
B. MODEL INPUT INFORMATI O 
The following is the required input information to 





the trans fo rmed tim serie s (for example, 
W' = ln z or W' t t ' t 
the leng h of t he time series 
the length of t h s asonal period (for no 
seasonali y, s = 1) 
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p the number of seasonal AR parame ters, p > 0 -
p the number of non-seasonal AR parameters, 
p > 0 -
Q the number of s easonal MA parameters, Q > 0 -
q the number of non-seasonal MA parameters, 
q > 0 -
NDIFNS the number of non-seasonal differences to 
be taken 







( <Il l , ... , <!J P ) 
's 's 
(¢ 1 , ¢ 2, ... , ¢p) 
(§ 1 , § 2 , ... , BQ ) 
's 's 's 
( 81, 82, 
A ... , e l q 
initial estimates of seasonal AR 
parameters 
initial estimates of non-seasonal 
AR parameters 
initial est ima tes of seasonal 
MA parameters 
initial estimate of non-seasonal 
MA parameters 
C. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION 
Initially, the model accepts inputs of the time series 
length and the (transformed , but undifferenced) time series 
itself from the user's disc, whe re it is stored in File 
FT02F 001. The remainder of the input da ta is then entered 
interactively on the t erminal as prompted by the model. The 
model then forms the initial parame ter estimates into vectors 
of lengths p, P , q, and Q, and emp l oy s hem to calculate 
an initial model residual s um of squares . 
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Prior to initiating the sumo squares calcula tion pro-
cess, t~e model unravels the polynomial of AR and MA operators, 
and forms a vector of coef fi~ients for both the AR and MA 
sides of the model. For exampl e , conside r the relatively 
simple (2,1) x (2,1) 12 ARIMA model , wr i ten 
Unraveling, the model become s first : 
and then takes the form: 
This is represented in the computer as four vectors: two 
vectors, TT and y , composed of the expansion AR and MA 
coefficients respectively, and two vec tors composed of the 
indices of the time series terms associated with the coeffi-
cients. For the model in th e example above, these vectors 
would be written as follows: 
TT 
INDEXAR (0, 12 , 1, 13 , 2, 14) 
y (l , u l,12' l ' ( " 1) ( Ol ,12) , 0 2, ( G2)( ,12)) 
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= ( 0 I 12, 1, 13, 2 I 14) • 
This format for unraveling of a generalized product of 
polynomials of seasonal and non-seasonal parameters permits 
simplified calculations in the determination of the sum of 
squared residuals, since the arithmetic need only be per-
formed for the non-zero parameter values, those contained 
in the TI and y vectors. In the actual calculations, per-
formed in FORTRAN, the index vector origin is translated 
to the right by the amount p + Ps + q + Qs, called IADDIT 
in the model, in order to prevent obtaining zero or negative 
subscripts. 
The calculation of the residual sum of squares is a 
three stage process. First, the model calculates ten 
values of et' the "forward " white noise terms, using the 
following relationship: 
= w -t 
p+P s 
i=2 






The assumption is made that (e 11 , e 12 , ... , e) are all equal 
to zero. Having found the desired values for (e 10 , e 9 , ... ,e 1 ), 
we can now backcast the necessary values of W , in order 
to enable us to calcula te the required white noise terms 












,w_ 1 ,w_ 2 , ... ,w1 _{p+sP+q+sQ)). Now, with the 
Wt's backcast, we can proceed to calculate the estimated 











y .at . 
J -J 
The values of at are calculated fort= 1, ... , N. Once the 
at's are calculated, it is a simple matter to calculate the 
sum of squares, using 
N 
S( qi , ¢, , 8 , 0 ) = 
Having calculated the r e sidual sum of squares for the 
initial parameter estimates, we form the parameters into 
" a vector 8, such that 
" 8 = 
where k = p+P+q+Q that is, 
,.. 
8 = ( qi l' ... , p 1 , ... , <P p , e l' ... , e ,0d , ... , 0Q ) ,s ,s q ,s ,s 
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The subroutine PARSH then calculates the derivatives 
x . t 1, 
over all values oft= l, ... ,N and i = l, ... ,k. Using the 
residuals {at } calculated earlier, the derivatives are 
estimated numerically using a perturbation of each parameter 
of amount 6 , such that 
x. t 1, 
Then with {at } and xi,t supplied for the current parameter 
values, the following quantities are formed: 




A . . 
lJ 




L (x . t) (x . t) 
1, J , 
t = l 
{g. } , where 
1 
N 
f (xi , t) (a t) 
t =l 





Then, the modified (scaled and constrained) linearized 
equations 
[A*) [h*) = [g*) 
are formed, where 
A . . * = A . . /D . D . , i =/- j 
l.J l.J l. J 
A .. * = A .. * + [,, E; = • 01 , 
l.l ll 
and 
g . * = g . /D . . 
1 l l 
It can be noted here that the [A .. *] matrix is in fact a 
lJ 
correlation matrix for the model parameters. Those equa-
tions are then solve d for h*, which is scaled back to give 
the parameter correction vector h., where 
J 
h . = h . * / D . • 
J J J 




and the sum of squared residuals for the BNEW set of 
parameters is calculated. 
Now, if S( BNEW) < S( BOLD), the parameter corrections h 
are tested. If all elements of the h vector are smaller 
than some epsilon, say .0001, then convergence is assumed 
and the k x k matrix [A*]-l is used to calculate the covari-
ance matrix of the es timates; otherwise, SOLD is reset to 
SNEW' the constant ( is r educed by a factor F, say .1, and 
computation returns to the calculation of a new set of 
derivatives. 
However, i f S( BNEW) > S( BOLD), the constraint parameter 
F, is increased by the factor F, and computation is 
returned to the stage wher e the A matrix is formed. In 
all but unusual case s, a minimal sum of square s will be 
found. Howeve r, an uppe r bo und can be p lace d on , and 
when it is exceeded, the s e a r ch is t e rm i nated. When con-
ve r gence is reached, the d e s i r ed ou tput i nfo rmation is 
calculated. 
D. MODEL OUTPUT AND DIAGNOST IC CHECKS 
The output includes: 
l. B = ( S l, • • • , Bk) the l ea s t -sq uare s e st i mates o f 
<I> 1, ... ' <t> p 
<ti l , ... , P 
l ' ... ' g 








4. s . 
l. 





the residual variance, l S( ~ $ 6 0) N-p-q-P-Q ~ , ' ' 
the covariance matrix of the parameter 
estimates, formed from 
the standard errors of the parameter 
estimates, 
s . = ~ 
l. l. l. 
i = l, ... ,p+g+P+Q 
the correlation matrix, obtained from 
R .. = v .. / ✓v .. v .. 
l.J l. J l.l. J J 
the o ve rall constant term, where 
8 = µ G f o r 0 I 
G = (1 -
µ = 
p 
L . ) ( 1 l. 







L " . . ) J 
j=l 
and 
Finally, d i a g nost i c c heck s o n th e mode l are performed. 
This includes calculation of r e s idual autocorrelations 
















al (~t+k - a) , 
and k goes from l to the maximum desired lag K, usually 
40. Additionally, a chi-square statistic is calculated 
from 
K 
N L r L (k) 
aa 
k=l 
and is compared with a chi-square distribution with 
v = K - p - q - P - Q degrees of freedom . 
Examples of input methodology and appearance of output 
for this model are contained in later chapters of this 
paper . 
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE TIME SERIES EDITOR 
In this chapter, descriptions are given for each of 
those programs in the Time Series Editor which interact 
with the user. There are fifteen separate program modules 
currently included in the Editor; there are other programs 
utilized by the Editor that are completely transparent 
to the user, and are not described here . However, listings 
for all programs contained in the Editor are provided in 
Appendix D to this report. 
No attempt is made in this chapter to describe the 
actual mathematical calculations o r algorithms that are 
performed by the programs. Rather, the objective is to 
provide general descriptions of what each program can do 
for the user, and how the user interacts with the programs. 
The programs described in thi s chapter are, in the order 
presented: TIMESER EXEC , ZFORMAT , CMSWORK , TRANS , DIFF, 
PLOT, AUTO, ESTIMATE, YESTSEAS, WMARQRDT, XSUMSQ , rORECAST, 
ROOTS, SIMULATE and GENERATE , and HELP . 
A. THE EXECUTIVE PROGRAM 
The heart of the Time Series Editor is a master program 
called TIMESER EXEC which provides fi le control for all of 
the other program modules , controls input and output , super-
~ises the necessary CP/ CMS protoco l and provides i~structions 
interactively to the user concerning he contents of the 
Time Series Editor and h ow each program can be used. 
The TIMESER EXEC program is written in the IBM-360 CP / CMS 
Executive language. It is the only program in the packag e 
not written in FORTRAN; consequently , it should be the only 
program that would need modi fication if the Edi tor ~ere to 
be adapted to another FORTRAN-capable time-sharing s y stem. 
After the user has l ogged into CP/ CMS and linked to 
the disc space containing t he Time Series Editor ( instruc-
tions f or this procedure ar e pr ovided in detai l in the 
User's Guide to t he Time Series Editor , included a s Appendix 
A to this report), the entire Editor pac kage is made avail-
able to the user by the command TIMESER . On en try of this 
comand, the executive routine , TIMESER EXEC , can p ro vide 
a g uided tour through the Editor. It wil l briefly des-
cr i be what the Editor can provide and asks the use r what 
option he wants to use . On the basis of the user's response, 
the Editor then advises the user what input data is required 
and how it should be entered , ei ther thro u gh a data fi le 
entered offline or parametric da ta entered interac tively 
at the terminal . When the user sele cts an opt ion for exe -
cution , the TIMESER EXEC routine l oads the appropriate pro-
gram package and automatically manipula t es the required 
input and output data fi l es . For t he mor e experienced user 
who does not require detailed user instructions , there is 
a shortened version o f the TIMESER XEC . U o n entry into 
the shortened version , the user is imm diate l y asked which 
option he desires. This ver s ion of t he Editor is entered 
by adding the argument "s " when l ogging into the Editor; 
that is , type TIMESER S whe n loggi ng in . The TIMESER S 
(shortened) version of the Edito r provides exactly the 
same program opt ions to the user as the longer TIMESER 
version . 
B . DATA AND FI LE MA AGEMENT 
Whenever data is reg ired , the user is prompted at 
the terminal by either the TI1ESER EXEC or the program 
module being executed . In most cases, the nece ssary user 
response is a short alphanumeric char acter input during 
execution using the terminal keyboard. However , when the 
time series data itself is entered , the user may enter the 
data by card deck offline . Similarly , most output is pro -
vided right at t he user ' s terminal . Ou t p ut such as listings 
of transformed s e ries or plots are sent to the offline 
printer to conserve time and pro vide hard copies of the 
results. Detailed descriptions of t he i nput and output 
requirements o f each prog r am module are provided in this 
chapter , and also in abbreviat d tabular fo rm in Appendix 
A, the User's Guide . Howeve r , he re are some ge neral prin-
ciples of data mana e me n hat ap l y o all prog rams. 
These are d escribed in th i s s ction. 
L Offl ine Data En ry 
The Time S ries ~ditor r q uir s th a t the user 's time 
s ri0s resid e in · ILr; I"r02 r·oo 1. The a a n b read offline 
via cards and direc t ed to FILE FT02F00 1. An example of the 
required format for the inp ut card deck for t he Time Series 
Editor is provided in F igure 5 . It is note d he re that the 
data format expected by all pr ograms is FORMAT(5Fl5.6), 
preceded by a card containing the length of t he time series 
in FORMAT (13). 
2. ZFORMAT Program 
In many cases, t he user wi l l want t o analyze time 
series data that are already available in a f ormat other 
than that required by the Edi tor. To s p are the user the 
tedious task of rety p i n g h is deck in the req uired format, 
the ZFORMAT program was written . Thi s p rogram converts a 
time series data fil e \FILE FT0J00l) wri t ten in any FORTRAN 
format into the proper FORMAT(SF15 . 6) onto FILE FT02F001. 
The length of the s e ries is entered as an i n put on the 
terminal. The data ar e then ready to use i n the Editor, 
with the original fi l e lef t in FILE FT03F0 01 . Fig ure 6 
shows a sample i nput deck for such non - standa rd data. 
Figure 7 gives a s ample session where ZFORMAT is used. 
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Figure 5. Card deck arrangement for OFFLINE READ of time series input 
data in FORMAT(SF16.5) 
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Figu re 7 . Sam le use r session with ZFORMAT p rog ram 
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3 . Interactive Keyboard Input 
a. Numeric Input 
When the user is prompt ed at the terminal to 
enter such numerical values as the number of AR parameters, 
estimates of parameters or t~e number of differences to be 
taken, he must enter these values before p rog ram execution 
can continue. The user should enter the data according to 
standard FORTRAN practice . For example, integer data should 
be entered (without a decimal poin t) for counts , such as 
the length of a s easonal period, and for names beginning 
with the lette rs I through N; floa ting-point data, such as 
initial estimates of parameters, should be en t ered with a 
decimal point. Because a typed decimal point overrides a 
floating-point format, it i s not necessary for the user 
to concern himself with the format for floati ng-point input 
data. However, care mus t be taken when entering integer 
data because it must be right-justi fied in its format fie ld. 
The user is advised in each case when the format is other 
than Il . For exampl e , suppose the user desi res to perfo rm 
analysis on a ser ies having only 90 observations . If the 
program that he is executing require s the leng th of the time 
series, the user will receive the fo llowing reques t: 
ENTER LENGTH OF THE TIME SERIES VIA FORMAT 13 
The user would then ent r : 
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column 123 
b90 (where b represents a blank space). 
If the blank were omitted , the pro gram would read the 
series length as 900, a nd problems in execution would 
occur. 
b. Alphabetic Input 
The Editor often asks the user to respond with 
alphabetic input. Generally, this is in the form of the 
response to a question requiring a yes or no answer, or a 
response to the question of which program to execute. The 
editor has been programmed to read only the first letter 
of such responses. Therefore, the user need only enter the 
first letter of the response for each such inquiry. For 
example , the user should enter Y for yes, N for no, P for 
the PLOT option, X for the XSUMSQ option , W for the 
WMARQRDT option, etc . The other alphabetic input is 
generally entry of title s to plots ; these can be any 
combination of numeric a nd al phabetic characters, as long 
as they do not excee d 7 2 c o l umns in length . For example, a 
suitable t itle would be : 
PLOT OF AUTOS AND PAUTOS FOR SERIES C DATA ( 2 ORDINA RY DIFFERENCES) 
4. Output 
Most of the resu l ts are written o ut a t the user's 
terminal. However, in som ca s s the o utput is printed 
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offline to conserve time. Such results as plots and 
transformed time series are written onto various files 
(FT03F001, FT09F001, FT08F0 01 ) , and the TIMESER EXEC pro-
gram causes them to b e automatically p rinted offline under 
the user's i denti fication number (USERID ). The plots and 
files can also be printed out at the terminal using the 
usual CMS commands in the CMS mode, outside the Editor, or 
in the CMSWORK program (see next section). However, the 
user should be aware that plotting graphs at the termi al 
is generally quite a s low p r ocess. 
5 . CMSWORK Program 
This program permi t s the user t o e nter the CMS 
environment to perform routi ne CMS functions without leaving 
the Time Series Editor. Commonly used CMS commands include 
fil e name alteration, file erasure , file offline printing 
or punching, obtaining a disc status , and listing all disc-
resident files. However , essentially all CMS commands can 
be issued while in CMS WORK . Figure 8 p rovides a n example 
of the use of the CMSWORK program. 
C. TRANS PROGRAM 
The TRANS program takes a g iven time series in File 
Fl02F001 and performs a tra nsformation upon ea ch data ele-
ment. The options include a chan ge of scale , a power trans-
formation , a shift of the ori g in , and a natural logarithm 
transformation . The origina l da t a is written onto a fi le 
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times e r s 
t.NTE R Lt;TT~R FO R OPTI ON YOU wANT . 
C 
ENr t:: R D~SIREO CP/CMS CO~~A ~D~ , 0 ~ PcR LI ~~ -
~ !-Jt::N FINISH EO T YP t:: : &GOTO - QUl:,S 
stat 
P (191): 30 FIL!:,S ; 263 ll:: C I U:>t. , 33 Lt:,FT ( of 296 ), 39% PU LL ( 2 CYL ) 
listE * ft02 f 00 2 
FIL i:; NOT FOU ND 
17.14.13 LISTF * FT02F002 
!!! t:: (00002) !!! 
list E * ft02f001 
FIL !:,NAME FILETYPi:; 
3t:, RG FT02F001 
S~ RC FT0 2F001 
LNSb RG FT02F001 
FI LE FT02F001 







FIL ~S :- NO HD~, t O PRT, 0 
e ras e file ft0 8f 001 
offline print f il e f t 02f00 1 
offline print s e r g f t 0 2f00 1 
of Eline print s e re f t 02f001 
eras e file f t02 f00 1 
stat 
E:: C . DA'l'r~ 
3 9/1 6 
5 9/ Hi 
3 9/1 6 
3 9/16 
PUN 
P (1 91): 28 FIL ES; 24 0 Rt:.C I. US t; , 5 6 Lt::P't' ( of 2 96 ), 81% FUL L (2 CYL) 
&goto -gues 
00 YOU WANT TO GO AGAI ~? 
n 
CONTROL Rt.TUR t::D T O CM ~ 
R ; 
Figure 8. Sample user ses s ion wi Lh CMSWORK p r ogram 
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called DATA FT02F001 , while the tran s f ormed serie s is 
written onto FILE FT02F001 . The paramete rs of the trans-
form itself are writ ten onto FILE FT0 7F001. The TRANS 
program is self-conta ined, using no other programs. 
D. DIFF PROG RAM 
The DIFF program takes a given time series in F ILE 
FT02F001, and performs non -seasona l and/or seasonal differ-
encing operations on the ser i e s in orde r to help achieve 
stationarity for proper modeling. The user must indicate 
i f seasonal dif ferences are required ; if so, the length of 
the season is input . The user is then requi red to enter 
the number of s e sonal and nonseasonal differences. After 
execution of DIFF, the origina l data are in FILE FT02F001, 
and the differenced data are wr itten onto FILE FT03F001. 
To use the differenced data in any other program , CMSWORK 
pro gram must be entered and the fil es altered to save the 
original data (if des ired) and to transfer the differenced 
data to FILE FT02F001. The CMS commands to perform this 
shift of f i les would look like: 
ALTER FILE FT02F001 Pl SAVEDATA FT 02F001 Pl 
R; 
ALTER FILE FT03F001 Pl FILE FT02F 001 Pl 
R; 
The DIFF progiam uses the IMSL subrout ine called FTRDIF. 
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E. PLOT PROGRAM 
The PLOT p rogram plots any given time series which 
resides in FILE FT02F001 . Other than the time series, 
which must be on the user ' s disc or entered offline, the 
program requires only that an identification title for the 
plot itself be entered dur i n g execution. The plot is auto-
matically printed o ffline. The PLOT program uses a modified 
PLOTP subroutine called PLOTB from the IBM Scientific 
Subroutine Package Library (SSPLIB). 
F. AUTO PROG RAM 
The AUTO program takes a given t ime series in FILE 
FT02F001 and calculates s ummary statistics of utility in 
Box-Jenkins modeling . The statistics include the sample 
mean, variance, autocorrelations and partia l autocorrela-
tions fo r lag s one thoug h 40 . Part of those statistics 
are printed out at the user ' s terminal , while p lots of the 
autocorrelations and part ial autocorrelations versus lag 
are printed o ffline. The se p lots will also be written onto 
the user's disc in F LE FT0BF00l , and may be plotted at 
the terminal in CMS outside th e Ed itor or in the CMSWORK 
program; recall that this i s a time - consuming process. The 
AUTO program provides th e user with essential information 
about stationarity, seasonali t y and model identification. 
With the Box-Jenkins procedure s, t e second moments (auto -
correlations and par i 1 au tocorre lations) are val uable 
tools in tentat ive mode l i den i fi cat i on . Additionally , AUTO 
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is useful in the diagnostic checkout phase of model 
building, when examin ing the model r es idual s for structure. 
The AUTO program uses the IMSL subroutine FTAUTO. 
G. ESTIMATE PROGRAM 
After the user has t entative l y ident ified a model for 
a series through analysis of the series plot , autocorrela-
tions and partial autocorrelations, ESTIMATE should be 
executed to calcu late max imum likelihood e stimates of the 
model parameters. ESTIMATE is written to calculate parameters 
for non-seasonal models only; for seasonal models, the 
programs YESTSEAS and WMARQRDT should b e used for parameter 
estimation. The ESTIMATE program req uires that the series 
to be modeled (al ready transformed and differenced to 
achieve stationarity ) reside in FILE FT02F001; additionally, 
the program wil l ins truct the user to input the number of 
MA and AR parameters in the model, as well as the number of 
differences taken. The general model for which ESTIMATE 
calculates parame ters is: 





where Wt= V zt and zt i s the ransformed va lue of zt. 
ESTIMATE calcula es estima tes of the AR p rameter s f or the 
undif fere nced form o h model , the es imated MA parameters 
and MA constant term, the residu~ l vari nc , a utocorrelations 
and partial autoco r~ a ions of the residuals , p lots of 
these autocorre lations and partial autocorrelations, and 
a Chi-square goodness-of - fit statistic for the model. The 
original series to be modeled r ·emains in FILE FT02F001 
and the residuals of the model are stored in FILE FT02F001. 
ESTIMATE uses the IMSL subroutine FTMAXL (a nonlinear 
gradient search a l gorit hm) to e stimate the model parameters. 
H. YESTSEAS PROGRAM 
The YESTSEAS program is used to calculate initial esti-
mates o f autoregressive and moving average parameters for 
a generalized seasonal Box- Jenkins model . These initial 
estimates are u s ed as inputs to the program WMARQRDT , which 
the n refine s them to determine the paramete r estimates that 
minimize the sum of the squared residuals . The genera l 
mode l a ssumed in YESTSEAS is 
s 
(B) Q (B )at 
The YESTSEAS program r equires thn t the seasonal time series 
for wh ich initial parame ter estimates are required is located 
in FILE FT02F001; it shou l d be transformed , if desired, but 
generally not differenced, since YESTSEAS performs the 
required (seasonal and/or non-seasonal) differencing. 
Terminal inputs required by the program incl ude the nun~er 
of seasonal and non-seasonal differences to be taken (if 
data is already differenced , enter zero for these values), 
the length of the s easonal p riod a n d the number of each 
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type of parameter to be estimated (that is , the number of 
each of the seasonal and non-seasonal AR and MA parameters) . 
The output of the model , initial estimates for the requested 
parameters, is printed out at the terminal. YESTSEAS uses 
the IMSL subroutines FTRDIF , FTMAXL , FTAUTO and FTARPS , 
as well as a modifi ed version o f FTMAPS. 
I. WMARQRDT PROG RAM 
The WMARQRDT program uses the initial parameter esti-
mates calculated by YESTSEASor other means as starting points 
for calculation of p rameters of a ge neralized seasonal 
Box-Jenkins model which minimize the sum of the squared 
residuals. The general seasonal model assumed by WMARQRDT 




(B) E (B)at . 
Details of the Marquardt-type non-linea r least squares 
algorithm employed in this program are provided in Chapter 
III of this repor t . WMARQRDT requires that the series to be 
modeled reside in FILE FT02F00l ; it shoul be transformed , 
if desired, but generally not yet d ' ffer need , since the 
program performs differencing . Inputs at h erminal 
include number of seasonal and non-seasonal ifferences , 
length of the seasonal eriod , numb r nd type of parameters 
desired , and init ial estima es o hos r me ters . The 
program then c lcul ts he least-s uar'S rarameter es timates, 
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the standard error of these estimates , the MA constant term, 
the residual varian ce, the autocorrelations a nd partial 
autocorrelations of the residuals , the fina l model sum 
of squared residuals and a Chi-square goodness-of-fit sta-
tistic (the portmanteau test) . Additionally , it p lots 
offline the autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations of 
the residuals . WMARQRDT uses the IMSL subroutines FTRDIF , 
FTAUTO , LINVlF and MDCDFI , the SSPLIB routine PLOTS , and 
the Time Series Edi tor resident subroutines PARSH , MARQRT , 
SUMSQ, SHAPB and FORMB . The calculations are performed in 
double-precision arithmetic . 
J. XSUMSQ PROGRAM 
The XSUMSQ program a ccepts an already transformed and 
dif f erenced series in FILE FT02F0 01 and general seasonal 
and non-seaon a l Box-Jenkins parameter values for a general 
~r onal model from the terminal. The p rogram then calcu-
lates the res idual sum of s q uares for the s e parameters , 
giving the user a fee l f or the "goodness-of-fit" the 
parameter e stimates provide in modeli ng the given time 
series. XSUMSQ uses the Time Series Editor reside nt sub-
p r ogram XSU SQ . All output i s printed at the terminal. 
The calculations are performed in double-precision arithmetic . 
K. FORECAST PROGRAM 
The FORECAST program us s the es ima ed Box-Jenkins 
(s e sonal or non-s asonal) model to compute forecasts of 
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the transformed and differenced time s eries . FORECAST re-
quires that the time serie s to be f orecasted reside in FILE 
FT02F001 in transfo rmed f orm . During execut ion the input 
required at the termina l i ncludes the fo recast origin, the 
numbers and estimated value s of the AR and MA p arameters 
of the model, the ove rall MA constant, the plot origin 
index, the maximum f orecast lead time, the order of differ-
encing in the model , and a level of signifi cance for the 
forecast confidence limits . The program needs the transfor-
mation parameters from FILE FT07F00 1 , created when using 
program TRANS, and performs the inverse transform to return 
t h e data to its original fo r n. FORECAST also undiffer-
ences di ffere nced data. The p rogram output inc ludes the 
forecasts up to the given maximum lead time , the deviations 
from each forecast for the confidence limits , and plots of 
forecasts and conf idence limits plotted off line . The 
FORECAST program use s IMS L subroutine FTCAST and the special IBM 
SSPLIB subroutine UTPLTS . The plot itself and output data 
are writ ten onto FILE FT 08F001 on the user ' s disc ; s ince 
this plot fil e takes considerable space, it i s usually 
best to erase it after ex cution of the p rogram i s comple ted 
and the plot itsel f has been print d of line . 
L . ROOTS PROGRAM 
The ROOTS program i s used to d ermine t he roots of 
the characteristic gu tion for a gener 1 ARI ~ model . The 
roots are us fu l or cs in for sta ionar· ty and for 
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determining the form of the forecast function . ROOTS uses 
the IMSL subroutine ZPOLR to calculate the roots; it requires 
1 as input the number of AR parameters in undifferenced f orm, 
and the actual values of these p arameters, as determined 
from the ESTIMATE or WMARQRDT programs . The root s are 
printed out at the termina l . If desired, roots can also 
be obtained for the MA poly nomial, simply by substituting 
the appropriate MA valu e s for the AR values as input. 
M. GENERATE AND SIMULATE PROGRAMS 
Because of their similar ities , the GENERATE and SIMULATE 
programs are described together. The GENERATE program per -
mits the user t o ge nerate a time series from any non-seasonal 
ARIMA model h e specifies . The user must identify the model 
and g ive va lues for the model paramete r s and starting con -
ditions; a random number seed must also be input. The 
program takes the specified model, generate s random noise 
terms, and calculates as many valu s o the time s erie s as 
des i red. The GENERATE program can be useful f or purposes 
of c l assroo m instruction in the generation of a wide variety 
of time series examples for model iden ification exercise s. 
l Suppose the model was ARIMA(l , 1,0) . The differenced form 
wou ld be (1- 1B) V
1 zt =, 
0 
+ at. ~hen, the undifferenced form 
would be wri tten (1-(l+ , 1 )B + ¢ 1
B )z 
O 
+ at , where the 
left-h a nd sid was found by mul iplyin · (l - ; 1B) by (1-B) = •
1 
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It could also be useful in the dia stic phase of model 
checkout; a time s e ri~ could be generated from the esti -
mated model , and its properties compared with those of 
the original series. If la rge discrepancies occur in this 
comparison, this may be evidence that the model is inade-
qua t e . The model output , the generated time series, is 
written in FILE FT 02F001 as well as being printed offline. 
The GENERATE program uses IMSL subroutine FTGENl. 
The SIMULATE program provide s the capabi lity of gen-
e r at ing any number of simulated time s er ie s . This program 
is use ful f or prediction of what might happen in t he fu ture; 
it also demonstrates that within a g i ven mode l, the time 
serie s actuall y observed can vary considerably . This program 
uses GENERATE , but also requires as input the ac tual series 
in FILE FT02F001 1 and the number of simulated series the 
user wishes to generate. The series should be a lready 
transformed and dif fe renced. Additionally, SIMULATE allows 
the use r t o s elect values of the original time s erie s as 
starting values for the simulated series . The output con-
sists of the s imulated serie s printed at th e te r mi nal. The 
SIMULATE program uses IMSL subroutine FTGENl . 
N. HELP OPTION 
The HELP option is a modification to the Time Series 
Editor CP/CMS program itself that allows the user to obta in 
1rf desired, he user may choose to input his own starting 
values , and not use the actual im series values . 
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information about Editor programs after the initial 
introductory phase has been completed . 
0. SUMMARY 
This chapter has provided brief descriptions of the 
options available for analysis of time series data in the 
Time Series Editor. The fo llowing two chapters contain 
detailed examples of time series analysis for both a non-
seasonal and a seasonal series ; the accompanying terminal 
sessions and computer output for a nal ysis of the seasonal 
series is contained in Appendix B. Appendix A contains a 
User 's Guide for the Time Series Editor , a nd Appendix C 
contains listings of the data sets used in th e analysis of 
the next two chapters. 
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V. EXAMPLE NON - SEASONAL TIME SERIES ANALYSIS 
This chapter provide s a description of a complete analy-
sis of a non-seasonal time series using the Time Series 
Editor. The time series analyzed is Series C (Chemical 
Process Temperature Readings) , taken from Box and Jenkins 
[ Re f . 4 , p . 5 2 8 ] . This time series was s elected since it 
is fu lly analy~ed and discusse d in Reference 4, so that the 
interested user can compare for himself the results pre -
sented there with the results given by the Time Series 
Editor . After reading this overview of the analysis , the 
reader can follow the actual user session and associated 
user session Editor program output contained in Appendix B 
to this report . 
The first step in the analysis of series C is to p lot 
the series using program PLOT. The plot reveals r ather wide 
fluctuations in the s eries, but not the sort of explosive 
nonstationary behavior that wculd render an attempt to model 
fruitless . The p l ot also reveals that the time series has 
a large amount of momentum (moveme nts of the serie s tend to 
resist changes of direction over time). This is character -
istic of ARIMA models with two or more differences . 
As a second step, the autocorrelations (autos) and 
partial autocorrelations (pautos) , mean, and variance of 
the series were estimated using AUTO . The plot shows that 
the autos dampen out slowly in a nearly lin ar fashion . 
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This is an i nd ication that the process is nonstationary 
and that one or mor e differences a r e required to make it 
stationary. The pauto plot is not informative when the 
autos f ail to dampen out rapidly . 
As suggested by t he plots of the orig inal series and 
its auto and pautos, t he program DIFF was used to examine 
the s eries with both one and two non-seasonal differences; 
i . e ., the s erie s z~ = v1 z t and z ~ = v2zt we re derived. 
The plots suggest that two differences might be required to 
achieve stationa rity in the serie s . Howeve r, one might be 
able to get by wi t h a single difference and an AR parameter 
ne ar unity , since the autos of z~ dampe n out slowly. Thus, 
two poss ible model cand idate s are sugge ste d: 
1. ARI MA ( 1 , l , 0 ) : (1 -
and 
2 . ARIMA(0,2,2): 
For purpos es of estimation , the secon d model was extended 
to two moving a vera e parame ters . Such ove rfitting i often 
done to s ee if t hL estimated moving average parameter s turn 
o ut to be nea r zero, thus confirmi ng the tentative identification. 
The next step ·n the a nalysi pro ess i s to calculate 
the maximum likelihood est· mat s of he mode l parameters. 
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The program ESTIMATE was used to do this. The estimated 
parameters for the ARIMA (l , 1 ,0) model were: 
== 0.807 3 1 
80 == -0.00 6789 
2 0.0177 633 == a 
The autos and pautos of t he residuals were calculated 
to test the model . The correlat ions should appear to be 
e stimates of a pure white no ise process if the model is 
adequate; the (1,1,0 ) model seemed to pass that test. The 
chi -square goodness-of- fit Lest result s in a x2 == 28 .88 with 
24 df and a signf icance leve l of 0 . 2247 . Thus , there is 
no strong evidence to sugges that the (1,1,0) model is 




is omitted here sine i t is nearly zero in value. 
The e s t ·mated paramet~ r ~o r t he (0,2,2) model were 
el == 0 . 1378 
82 = 0.1 29 
-0.0 02678 7 
0 
A2 
0.0189 55 == a 
As before , the correlation p lots of the residuals fail to 
suggest any inadequacy of he mo el . However , the chi-square 
goodness - a - fit test for ~ 1s mod 1 yielded a 2 == 36 .7 5 
with 23 df nd sign i Ccn' level of 0 . 0346 . The refore, 
if the ARIMA(0,2,2) model were a "correct" one, a chi-squa e 
value as large as 36 .7 5 would occur by chance with a proba-
bility of only 0.0 346 . Due to its simplicity (parsimony 
is a desirable featur e in time series models) and bette~ 
fit, the ARIMA(l,1,0 ) model was chosen as the "best" of 
the two alternatives originally selected. 
The ARIMA(l,1,0) model calculated was then used to make 
foreca sts and confide nce limits for these forecasts, using 
program FORECAST. The forecasts were made for 25 periods 
into the future, with plot origin 200 and forecast origin 
220 . The length of the serie s C itself is 226; with one 
di fference , it becomes 225 . The plot in Appendix B shows 
the forecasted values , along with the confidence limits at 
level of significance 0.10; the plot shows that the width 
of the confidence limits increases substantially as the lag 
gets large. 
Finally the program ROOTS was us ed to calculate the 
roots of the characteristic eq ua tion for t he ARIMA(l,1,0) 
model , which can be writ ten : 
1 - l . 8073B - 0 .8 073B
2 = 0 
The roots c alculated by ROOTS wer e 1 . 239 and 1 .0. Also, 
t he pr ogr m SIMULATE was used to Jenerate a simulated series 
f r om the ARIMA(l , 1 ,0 ) model , using the last two values of 
the actual series as starti ng values . The e ntire session 
lasted about t wo ho s , in luding checkou t of plots and 
consumed less t han minut of CPU im 
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VI. EXAMPLE SEASONAL TIME SERIES ANALYSI S 
This chapter provides a descrip tion of a complete analy-
sis of a seasonal time series using the Box-Jenkins tech-
niq ue through the Time Series Edito r . The time series 
analyzed is Series G (Internat i ona l Ai rline Passengers: 
Monthly Totals (Tho usands o f Passengers) J anuary 1949 -
December 1960), t aken f r om Box and J e nkins [Ref . 4, p. 531]. 
Thi s time series was s e lected since it was ful l y analy zed 
and discussed in Chapter 9 o f Reference 4; again , the 
interested reader c an compa re for himse lf the results pre-
sented by Box and J enk in s with t hose g iven by the Time 
Series Editor programs. Afte r reading this overview of the 
analysis, the reader can f o llow the actual user session and 
as sociated Editor program o utput con tained in Appe ndix C 
to this report. 
The plot shows bo th annual s easona lity and an increasing 
trend. This suggests tha t as a sonal model with di fferencing 
may be needed. The autoc orrelations (auto s ) and partia l 
autocorrela t ions (pautos) we re the n calcu l ated and plotted 
using AUTO. The p lot of the a to s shows very slow damping 
o ut with peaks at i nte rvals of 12 , i ndicating strong non-
s t ationarity and a s easonal perio of 1 2 months . Again , 
here the pauto plot i s not informative , due to ~he slow 
damp ing out of the au tos. ~s i is sometimes seful in 
dealing with seasona l mode ls , an tura l log tran sform was 
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made on the series G data usin g program TRANS. The plot 
of the logged data shows little change in non-stationarity , 
and the autos and pautos of the l ogged d ata still indicate 
seasonality a nd non-stationarity . 
Next, differencing to achieve stationarity was tried, 
using program DI FF ; both one seasonal and one non-seasonal 
difference of the logged data was taken . The autos and 
1 1 pautos of the data 12 (ln zt) appear much i~proved, 
rapid ly damping out . They al so exh ibit sharp peaks at the 
pe riods of seasonality, i ndicating the need for seasonal 
parameterization in the model . Since posi tive identification 
o f the model t ype from the auto and pauto p lots was not 
po ssiblP. , two were postu lated as close candidates: 
1. ARIMA (0,1,1 ) x (0 , 1,1)
12 
, wr i tten : 
and 
2. ARIMA (1,1, 1) x (0 , l,l)l 2 , writte n : 
The next ste p i n Lje a n a l y s is wa s o ca lculate the 
parameter estimates for bo h models. YE TSEAS was used to 
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obtain initial parameter estimates. For the model 
ARIMA (0,1,1) x (0,1,1) 12 , YESTSEAS yielded starting values: 
0 l(s} = 0.390425 
A 
01,12(s) = 0.534397. 
For this model, calculation of final parameter estimates 
in WMARQRDT using the starting values above yielded the 
following in seven iterations: 
== 0.37715 2 
= 0 . 572 38 7 
== 0.000291 
the chi-square statistic f or r e sidual lack of fit of the 
2 model was x = 29.713571, with d f = 38 and a probability 
2 of exceeding the x v a l ue of . 82 9 . 
12 For the ARIMA (1,1,1) x (0,1, 1 ) model YESTSEAS calcu-
lated starting values: 
A 
cp l(s) = 0 . 11 2699 
= 0 .4 9088 3 
0 
" 
0 1 , 12 (s) = 0.533679 
f or this model, WMARQRDT yielded the following parameter 




The chi-square statistic for residual lack of fit of the 
2 model was x = 28.30254 3 , with df = 37 and a probability 
2 
of exceeding the x value of .847. 
Next , the plots of autos and pautos of the residual for 
both models were examined; both models have autos and pautos 
that dampen out rapidly, and essentially appear to be 
"white noise" , with the exception of a small peak at auto 
and pauto of lag 12 , corre s ponding to the s easonal period . 
The chi-square statistics indicate that both models have 
"about" the same goodness of fit to the data . Consequently , 
both models were used to make forecast s of the series. 
Program FORECAST was used to fore ast series G into the 
future for 30 ti ~e periods , with a forecas t orig in of 131; 
the plot origin elected was index 100. As expected , both 
mode ls do about t he same job of fore casting the series. 
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The significance level for the confidence limits for both 
plots was 90 %. 
As a final check of both mode ls, the program XSUMSQ 
was used to calculate the sum of squared residuals for 
models . The results were as follows : 
1. 
12 For ARIMA ( 0, 1, 1) x ( 0 , 1, 1) , 
s2 (8 o' == 0.181929 
2. 
12 
For ARIMA (1,1,1 ) x (0 ,1, 1) , 
= 0 . 181643 . 
It can be seen here that both models are nearly equally 
"good", and either c ould be used with a reasonable amount 
of confidence for forecasting series G. 
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VII. SUMMARY 
There has been an increasing need in military applica-
tions, as well as in the general business area, for a 
computer-aided time series analysis and forecasting capability 
that is both powerful and easy to use. Current military-
assoc iated functions in which time series techniques are 
valuable include material inventory management, recruiting , 
personnel management , budget analysis, force level projections, 
and perhaps even short-term weather prediction. 
The Time Series Editor that has been de scribed in this 
report provides a unified collection of programs that greatly 
facilitate the conduct of a c omp lete time series analysis 
and forecasting e volution us ing Box-Jenkins methodology . 
The routine s guide the user from the data input stage, 
through the data analysis and parameter estimation s tages, 
and fina lly through the model building, diagnostic checking 
and forecasting stages. With its simple input requirements, 
the Editor can be q u ic kly mastere d by even a beginni ng 
computer user, who has a basic under standing of Box-Jenkins 
methodology. 
The Box-Jenkins me thodology has been described broadly 
i n Chapter II and descriptio ns of t h e programs resident 
in the Time Series Editor have been given in Chapte r IV. 
Example analyses of both non - seasonal and seasonal time 
series are provided in Chapt rs V and VI , with comple te 
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user sessions and output packages for these analyses 
included as Appendices Band C. The Appendices also con-
tain a Time Series Editor User's Guide, as well as complete 
program listings. 
Although the Time Series Editor in its present form 
provides an excellent capability for interactive time 
series analysis usin9 the Box-Jenkins methodology, there 
are additions to the program set that might be made in the 
future which would improve the Editor 's capability and 
utility. It is first recommended that the model diagnostic 
testing capability be extended to include a periodogram 
analysis, and/or other tests re lated to the s pectral analy-
sis of time series [see Ref . 4, p . 294). Another useful 
addition might be to inc lude in the Time Series Editor a 
package capable of improving the ease of entering data 
and simplifying the input error correction problem . 
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APPENDIX A 
USER'S GUIDE TO THE TIME SERIES EDITOR 
The Time Series Editor is a collection of FORTRAN 
programs driven by a control program called TIMESER EXEC 
in the CP/ CMS executive lang uage that has been designed 
specifically for the ana ly s i s and for e casting o f time 
series data using the general Box-Je nkins methodology . 
This Gu~de contains infor ma t ion essen tial for the user to 
access the Time Series Ed i t or , enter t i me s e r ie s data , 
build a model and ob tain the desired output. 
I . DATA INPUT 
The Time Series Editor require s that t ime series data 
be entered into the seq ue ntial FORTRAN i n pu t / output file 
named FILE FT0 2F00 1 . This can be done either on l i ne or 
via cards read o ff l ine. The f ollowing diagram i llustra tes 
the proper c ard de ck a r rangement. When your deck is r eady 
for input, give it to a comput e r center s y stem operat o r 
to direct i t to you r disc space . 
I f the use r ha s a data deck alre ady p unched up i n a 
format other t h an 5Fl5 . 6 , he may en er t he series as abo e 
i nto FILE FT0 3F0 01 (withou t the len h of series card ) and 
use the Edito r p rogram ZFORMAT o ·r nsfo rm it into th 
FI LE FT0 2F 0 01 in the proper forma , witho t de stroyin· h 
original f i le . Th is program is described 1n h n x • 
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II. TABLE OF OPTIONS 
This Table provides the user with the basic information 
necessary to understand the data requirements, functions 






Entry Code: z 
Nane: CMSWORK 
Entry Code: C 
Na..'le : TRANS 
Entry Code: T 
IlJPlJr 
Files: 
(1) data in FILE 
FT()3F001 
Keyboard: 
(1) length of 
ti.rrE series 








(2) original data 
unchanged in 
FILE FT()3F001 
no specific input; no specific output 
nonnal usage ...ould 
include file narre 
alteration, obtaining 
disc status, or 
erasing files no 
longer required 
Files: Files: 
(1) data in FILE (1) original data 
FT02F001 unchanged in 
Keyboard: DA'ffi FT() 2FOO 1 
(1) origin trans- (2) transforrred data 
lation? in FILE Pr02F001 
(2) scale change (3) transformation 
factor? pararreters in 




(1) puts date into 
pre.per format 
for Ti.rrE Series 
Editor 
(2) single precision 
(1) allCMS users to 
p:!rfonn CMS admin 
actions while in 
TIMFSER envirorurent 
(1) allCMS user to 
transfonn data in 
a file 
(2) single precision 
PID;RAM INPUT Ol1I'PlJI' RrnARKS 
Narre: DIFF Files: Files: (1) allc,,.,s user to 
Entry Ccxle : D (1) original (1) original series perfonn differencing 
(transfonred if unchanged in of a tine series, in 
desired) series FILE FT02F001 order to achieve 
in FILE FT02F001 ( 2) differenced series stationarity 
Keyboard: series in FILE (2) uses IM.SL subroutine 
(1) series seasonal? FT03F001 FTRDIF 
(2) nllltber of non- (3) single precision 
seasonal 
differences 
( 3) numrer of 
seasonal 
differences 
\0 ( 4) length of \0 
seasonal period 
Narre : PI.ar Files: Files: ( l) allCMS user to plot 
Entry Ccxle : P (1) original series (1) original series any tine series using 
in FILE FT02F001 unchanged in offline printer 
Keylx>ard: FIIE FT02F001 ( 2) uses SSPLIB routine 
(1) title for plot Offline: PI.DI'S 







Entry Code: A 
Narre: .ESTIMATE 
Entry Cede : E 
INPUI' 
Files: 
(1) original series 





(1) nurrber of autos/ 
pautos to be 
calculated 
(2) title for plots 
of autos/pautos 
Files: 
(1) origi nal series 
in FILE FT02F001; 
transforrred and/ 
X di ffer 
as desired . 
Keyboard : 
(1) number of AR 
pararreters 
( 2) number of MA 
pararreters 
(3) nurrber of (non-
seasonal) differ-
ences to be 
taken, if series 
not already 
differenced 
( 4) titles for plots 
of residual 
autos and pautos 
CXJI'PUI' 
Files: 
(1) original series 
unchanged in 
FITE FT02F001 
(2) plots of autos/ 
pautos in FILE 
Fl'08F001 
Terminal: 
( 1) val tES of autos 
and pautos 
(2) nean 
( 3) variance 
Offline: 
(1) plots of autos 
and pautos 
Files: 
(1) original series un-
changed in FILE 
FT02F001 
(2 ) rrodel r esiduals in 
FILE FT02F001 
Tenninal: 
(1) estbnated AR 
pararreters 
(2) estimated MA 
parameters 
( 3) MA constant 
(4) residual variance 
(5) portmanteau test 
of residuals 
Offline: 
{ 1) plots of residual 
autos and pautos 
REMARKS 
{1) all&s user to obtain 
basic statistics for 
tine series 
{2) uses IM.5L subroutine 
FTAU'ID, as -well as 
ll'I'PLT8 routine 
(3) single precision 
(1) allows user to obtain 
maximum likelihood 
pararreter estbnates for 
a general non-seasonal 
ARIMA rrodel, as ....ell as 
data conrerning rrodel 
sufficiency 
(2) uses IM.5L subroutine 
F'IMAXL 






Entry Code: Y 
Narre : WMAR;)RDT 
Entry Code: W 
INPUT 
Files: 
(1) original series 
















numbers of both 
seasonal and non-












and MA pararreters 
RFl-1ARKS 
(1) allows user to calcu-
late initial non-
seasonal and seasonal 
ARI.MA rrodel pararreter 
esti.rrates as input 
to ~RDT routine 
(2) uses IMSL subroutines 
FTRDIF, F'lMAXL, F1'AIJID, 
FTARPS and F'lMAPS 
(3) single precision 
Files : Files: (1) a llo.vs user to esti.rrate 
non-linear least squares 
pararreters for a general 
seasonal Box-Jenkins 
ARI.MA rrodel 
(1) original series (1) original series 
in FILE Fr02F001; unchanged in FILE 
rray be t r ansforned FT02F001 
but not diffe.ren- Terminal : 
ced (either diff (1 ) seasonal and non- (2) 
or nondiff) seasonal AR and MA 
Keyboard : par~ter e stimates 
(1 ) m..nnber of seasonal (2) pararreter standard (3) 
and non-seasonal errors 
diff erences t o (3) MA constant tenn 
be taken ( 4) Sllln of squared 
(2} length of seasonal residuals 
period (5) residual varian:e 
r equires initial pararreter 
esti.rrates, obtainabl e 
using YFSTSEAS program 
uses IMSL subroutines 
FTRDIF, F'TAU'lO, LINVlF, 
and MrXDFI, SSPLIB routine 
DPIJJI'P, and Tirre Series 
F.ditor resident subroutine 








Entry Code : X 
INPlJI' 





AR and MA 
pararreters 
Fi les : 
(1) original series 








AR and MA 
pararreters 
(2) l ength of 
seasonal period 
Files : 
( 1 ) original series 
in FILE FT02F001; 
transfonred as 




( 6) residual varianre 












(1) value of r esidual 
sum of squares 




(1) original series 
unchanged in 
FILE FT02F001 
(2} forecast values 
and plot FILE 
FT08F001 





(4 ) double precision 
(5} requires IffiIN with 
450k core 
(6) if non-seascnal 
nodeling, input length 
of season= 1 
(1} allows user to obtain 
a residual sum of 
squares value for any 
seasonal or 1101-seasonal 
ARI MA rrooel wi th speci-
fied pararreters 
(2) uses Tine Series Fditor 
re s ident subroutine SUMSQ 
(3) doubl e pr ecision 
(1) allaws the user to fore-
cast any seasonal or 
non-seasonal tirre series 
using a previously deter-
mined seasonal or non-
seasonal ARI.MA node! and 








Entry Code: R 
Name : HELP 
Entry Code: H 
INPlJI' 
{ 2) length of 
seasonal period 
(3) nuntier and esti-
mated values of 
seasonal and 
non-seasonal AR 
and MA paraxreters 
{ 4) MA constant 
( 5) index for 
forecast origin 
( 6) maximum forecast 
lead tirre 
(7) index for plot 
origin 




( 1) numter of AR 
parameters in 
W1differenced fonn 





(1) plot of forecast 
of series, in-
cltrling listing 




(1) values of roots 
None 
REMARKS 
(2) uses IM.SL subroutine 




(3) single precision 
(1) allows user to calculate 
the roots of the char-
acteristic equation for 
non-seasonal ARIMA m:xlels 
{ 2) uses IM.SL routine ZPOIR 
(3) single precision 
(1) allONs user to access 
program information 
paragraphs after the 
TIMESER introduction 





Narre : GENERATE 
Entry Code: G 
Narre : SIMULA.TE 
Entry Code: S 
INPUI' 
Keyboard: 
(1) rand.an nurrber seed 
(2) nurrber and values 
for non-seasonal 
AR an::1 MA ARI.MA 
nod.el pararreters 
( 3) MA constant tenn 
(4) residual varianre 
(5) length of series 
to be generated 
(~) initial starting 
value for tirre 
series to be 
generated 
Files: 
(1) original series in 
FILE Pl'02F001, 




(1) number and values 
for non-seasonal 
AR and MA ARIMA 
nod.el pararreters 
(2) MA constant term 
(3) residual variance 
(4) index value of tirre 
series where simu-
lation is to begin 
(5) starting values of 
series to be 
simulated 
(6) random nurnl:Er seed 
(7) nurrber of values to 
be simulated in 
each series 









(1) length of generated 









(1) Simulated series 
REMARKS 
( 1) allcws ili2 user to 
generate a tirre series 
fran a gi~n non-
seasonal AR.IMA rrodel, 
previously detennined 
( 2) uses JMSL subroutine 
FIGENl 
(3) single precision 
(1) allcws user to produce 
any nurnl:Er of simulated 
tirre series fran a 
given non-seasonal 
ARIMA rrodel 
( 2) uses JMSL subroutine 
F''IGEtn 
(3) single precision 
III. THE BASIC USER SESSION 
To use the Time Series Editor, the user must log into 
CMS, get into CP, link to the disc storage area where the 
Time Series Editor resides, reimplement CMS, log into the 
general user and Time Series Editor disc areas, and enter 
the TIMESER routine. This section will provide explicit 
guidelines to enable the user to perform the above steps 
on the NPS CP/CMS system. Commands marked with an asterisk 
(*) are those actually entered on the terminal by the user 
(the asterisk itself is omitted). Those without an aster-
isk and those written in all capital letters are system 
responses at the terminal. Numbered sentences are comments, 
which will not appear during an actual user session. The 
instructions and system responses assure the user is on an 
IBM 2741 Input/Output Terminal. Some minor modifications 
may be necessary if other terminals are used. 
1. Turn the terminal on, depress the BREAK key, and wait 
for the system to respond: 
CP-67 online xd.65 gsyosu 
2. Depress the ATTN key. The roll bar will advance and 
the keyboard will unlock. Then enter: 
*login aaaapbb 450k 
3. aaaa is the user's identification number, and nn is the 
terminal number (usually written on the terminal). 
For example, if the user's ID number is 1621 and the 
terminal number is 44, the input would b e : 
login 162lp44 450k. The addition of 450 k to the normal 
login command is necessary to execute the p rogram 
WMARQRDT in the Editor; for users not pla nning to 
execute this program dur i ng a sess ion, t h i s addition 
is not nece ssary . 
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4. The system will respond with the statement: 
ENTER PASSWORD: 
5. The user then enters his password, or the general users 
password npg; 
*password 
6. The system will then respond: 
ENTER 4-DIGIT PROJECT NUMBER FOLLOWED BY 4-CHARACTER 
COST CENTER CODE: 
7. The user then enters: 
*gggghhhh 
8. gggg is the assigned project number, and hhhh is the 
user's section designator or the faculty code. 
9. The system will respond with the message of the day, 
such as: 
CP/CMS HOURS 0930=2200(MON-THURS) 0930-lS00(FRI) 
OUTPUT RETAINED 5 DAYS 
ems Version 3.25 
10. At this point, the user is in CMS. He must then get into 
CP; this can be done by hitting the ATTN key. The system 
will then respond: 
CP 
11. The user must then link to the TIME SERIES EDITOR; 
this is accomplished by entering: 
*link 2069p 191 192 
12. The system will respond with: 
ENTER PASSWORD: 
13. The password (read only) to enter the Editor is: 
*timser 
14. The system then responds: 
SET TO READ ONLY 
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15. The user now impleme~ts CMS by: 
*ipl ems 
16. The system will respond: 
CMS Version 3.25 
17. Now the user must log into both the general user and 
the Time Series Editor area by entering: 
*login 191 
18. The system will respond with a message such as: 
R; 
19. The user then enters the command: 
*login 192 t,p 
20. The system will respond: 
T (192) R/O 
R; 
21. The user can then enter the Time Series Editor 
(guided version) by entering the command: 
*timeser 
22. The system will respond: 
EACH 2 SECONDS EXECUTION TIME IS INDICATED BY* 
YOU HAVE ENTERED THE TIME SERIES EDITOR 
PLEASE RESPOND TO EACH QUBRY WITH AN INPUT AT THE TERMINAL. 
ENTER ONLY THE FI RST LETTER FOR A WORD RESPONSE. 
ENTER NUMERICAL VALUES VIA FORTRAN FORMAT .. 
TYPE INTEGER VALUES (RIGHT JUSTIFIED) FOR NAMES STARTING 
WITH I THROUGH N. TYPE FLOATING VALUES WITH DECIMAL FOR 
ALL OTHERS . 
DO YOU WANT A LIST OF THE OPTIONS? 
23. The user is then on his own, guided by the Exec routine. 
See the notes that appear at the end of this guide for 
additional i n format ion . Eve n tually the user will be 
asked : 
D YOU WANT TO TRY AGAIN? 
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24. If a yes response is given, another sequence will begin; 
if the response is no, the user will be taken out of 
the Time Series Editor environment and returned to CMS. 
The system response will be: 
CONTROL RETURNED TO CMS 
R; 
25. The user can then log out of CMS by typing: 
*cp logout 
26. The s y stem will respond with: 
CONNECT= 00:08:02 VIRTCPU= 000:07.98 TOTCPU= 000.10.94 
LOGOUT AT 14.22.04 on 10/ 16 / 78 
27. The user should then turn off his terminal and tear off 
the output from his session. 
The more experienced user can dispense with the 
"welcome aboard" section of the Time Series Editor and get 
right down to business by using the shortened version of the 
Editor. This shorte ned version may be entered by linking in 
the normal way, and then entering the Editor by typing the 
COMMAND 
*timeser s (asterisk omitted). 
The system will immediately respond: 
ENTER LETTER FOR OPTION YOU WANT . 
The session inside the Editor then begi ns. 
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IV. BRIEF SAMPLE USER SESSION 
A brief sample user session is given below; it includes 
copies of the offline output generated during the session. 
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repeat login nur@pn@ 
login 162lp44 450k 
ENl'l::ll PASSWORD: 
rHIS PAGE IS BEi.5T QUALITY PRACtlCAB~ 
~ oon FUR!tiISHED TO DDC ---
1::NTt:R 4-DIGIT, PROJECT NUMBER FOLLOWED BY 4-CHARACTE:R COST CENTER CODE:: 
0444rl 72 
Rl::AOY AT 17.24.38 ON 09/16/78 
CMS Version 3.25 
stat 
P (191): 29 FILES; 241 REC IN USE, 55 LEFT (of 296), 8)\ FULL (2 CYL) 
I{; 
cp q f 
FILES:- NO RDR, NO PRT, NO PUN 
R; 
CP 
link 2069p 191 192 
t: NTJ::R PASSWORD: 
SbT TO READ ONLY 
ipl ems 
CKS version 3.25 
logi n 191 
R; 
logi n 192 t,p 
T ( 192) R/0 
R; 
ti me ser 
t:ACH 2 SECON DS EXl::CUTION TIMI:: IS INDICIIITED BY• 
YOU HAVE ENT ERED THE TIMt: St:RIES EDITOR. 
PLl::ASE RESPOND TO EACH QUt:RY ~ITH AN INPUT AT THE Tt:RMINAL. 
E~T LR ON LY THE FIRST LeTTER FOR A WORD RESPONSE. 
ENT ~R NUMERICAL VALUt:S VIA FORTRAN FORMAT. 
TYP t: l~TEGER VALUES (RIGHT JUSTIFIED) FOR NAMES STARTING 
WITrl I THRUN. TYP8 FLOATING VALUES WITH DECIMAL FOR ALL OTHERS. 
DO YOU WANT A LIST OF THE OPTIONS? 
y 
OPTfON DESCHIP'fl()N 
Gt:Nt:RATI:: -----GENERATE ANY ARI~A TI ME SERlt:S 
I\U'fO ---------CALCULATE AUTOCORR£:.LAT TONS, PAUTOS, MEI\N AND VARIANCE 
PLOT ---------PLOT I\ TI ~E .5 Eld ~:s 
c.STI:~AT t: -----CALCULATE MAX LIK t: LIIIOOD EST!.'IATt:S OF ARMA PARAMETERS 
DIF F ---------DJFFl::RENCE A TI ME SERIES 
FORt: CAST -----FORt:CAST FUT UR£ VI\LU t:S , CONSTRUCT CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 
TNANS -------~TRANSFORMS VALUES OF A TIMt: S~RIES 
Roo·r:, --------Dl::Tt:HMINt:S l<OOTS Of /lfHMA Cii/\R/1.CTl::RISTIC EQUATION 
ZFORM AT ------ALTER DATA FILE TO FORMAT 5Fl5.6 
C~S~OR K ------PER FORM CP/CMS COMM ANDS IN TIMESER EXEC 
SI MULATE -----SIMULAT E NONSE ASONAL TIME StRit:S 
YESTS EAS -----CALCULATE I NITIAL SEASONAL PARAMETERS 
ft MARQ RDT -----MARQUARDT SOLUTION FOR PARAMETER ESTIMATt:S 
XSU~SQ -------CALCULATE SUM OF SQUARES FOR ARBITRARY PARIIIMETERS 
ftOULD YOU Ll~E MORE INFO? 
y 
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ENTE R OPTION YOU WANT INFO ABOUT. 
a 
AUTO --------THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES AUTOCORRELATIONS, PARTIAL 
AUTOCORRELATIONS, TH E MEAN AND THE VARIANCE FOR A GIVEN TIME SERIES 
I\HIC H MUST RESIDE IN FILE FT02F001. THE PROGRAM USES 
FTAU TO IN THE !.'ISL LIBRARY. THE AUTOCORRELATIONS AND PAUTOS CAN BE 
PLOT'l'C:D OFF LI NI:.:. 
DO YOU WANT INFO ABOUT ANOTHER OPTION? 
n 
DO YOU WA NT TO TRY A SESSION? 
y 
EtHER LETT EH FOR OPTION YOU WANT. 
e 
l:.NfER DESIRED CP/CMS COMMANDS, ONE PER LINE. 
;-1 111:.N FINISHl:.D TYPE: &GOTO -QUES 
listf * ft02f001 
FILENAME FILETYPE MODE 
SERG FT02F00l Pl 
SERC FT02F00l Pl 
LNSERG FT02F001 Pl 
FILE FT02F001 Pl 











alter sere ft02f001 pl file ft02f001 pl 
stat 
P (191): 28 FILES; 240 REC IN USE, 56 LEFT {of 296/, 811 FULL (2 CYL) 
&goto -gues 
DO YOU WANT TO GO AGAIN? 
y 
ENTER LETTl:.:R FOR OPTION YOU WANT. 
a 
IS YOU R DATA IN FILE FT02F001? 
y 
EXEC UTION BEGINS ... 
AUTOCO RRELATIONS 
0.978 0.944 0.902 0.854 0.802 0.748 0.692 O.fi35 0.579 0.~23 
0.468 0.413 0.359 0.305 0.253 0.201 0.150 0.098 0,047 -0.003 
-0.052 -0.101 -0.151 -0.200 -0.248 
PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS 
0.978 -0.260 -0.157 -0.093 -0.058 -0.045 -0.012 -0.038 -0.022 -0.010 
-0.036 -0.041 -0.038 -0.024 -0.037 -0.027 -0.032 -0.070 -0.048 -0.024 
-0.034 -0.061 -0.079 -0.048 -0.037 
~:E AN= 22. 9739 VA RIANCE 4.22273 
ENTER T ITL E FOR PLOTS . 
aut os and paut os f or series e data 
YOUR AUTO ANO PAUTO PLOTS HAVE BEEN PRINTED OFFLINE. 
PICK UP I S NOON [1 40 UNDER YOU R USER ID NUMBER. 
DO YOU WANT TO GO AGAIN? 
y 
ENT c.H LETTC:N FOR OP'rI ON YOU "A t~ T. 
e 
1:. I T iH DbSlHE D CP,C MS COMMANDS, ONE PER LINE. 
1-- rlt: , FI NISHED TYPE: &GOTO -QUES 
offl1ne print (ile ft02f 00l 
alter file ft02f001 p l sere ft02f001 pl 
.. goto -Qu es 
DO YOU ~ANT TO GO AGAIN? 
n 
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V. PROBLEM CONTROL NOTES 
This section will cove r corrective measures that can be 
t ake n when things fail to go as expected while in the 
TIMESER environment. 
a. A typing error in the CMS environment can be 
corrected by typing the @ c hara cter as many times as is 
required to back up and then type the correct values. For 
example, if the user typ ed timesre, the user could correct 
the mistake by typing two @ signs, followed by the correct 
spelling er, as follows: timesre @@ re. An entire line can 
be deleted by typing the¢ characte r (or [ on some terminals). 
b. When working with TIMESER e xecutive programs, the 
user should exercise care be f ore hitting the return key (or 
control s on some terminal I f an input value is required 
and the return key is h i t J efor e the proper re s ponse is 
entered, the user will be l ike l y to ge t thrown out of the 
editor and have to begin ag a in. In mos t cases, errors can 
be corrected only before ; e r e t urn key is struck (in some 
programs you get a second c hance f o r inp u t ). 
c. Particular care should be take n f or integer value 
inp ut, which must be rig h t j ustified i n the f ormat field. 
The ditor will advise the u se r i n al l case s where the 
i nteger format is other than I l . 
d. If for a ny r eason th us e r fin d s himself i n a debug 
o r e rro r cond i tio n (c us ed b y e r r oneo us dat a , or a "blowup" 
i n o ne o f the non-l i ne a r o t imiz a tion r ou i ns u s ual l y 
11 
caused by very poor initial input values), the following 
procedure will get the user back into the normal TIMESER 
environment: 
(1) depress the ATTN key tw ·ce; this gets 
the user into CP; hit the ATTN key again, 
and then type kx to kill the execution. 
(2) re-ipl CMS, and login 191 and then login 
192 t,p. 
(3) then the user can type TIMESER or TIMESER S, 
and return to the TIMESER environment 
On the next page is a sample user session where an error 
causing a debug condition has occurred. 
Here the user executed a program that required data 
in FILE FT02F001, and the FILE did not exist. As the 
example shows, recovery is quick. Simply hit the break 
button to get into CP, login 191, login 192 t,p, and then 





L~T c. ~ Lc.TTt:.H FOR UPTI ON YOU ~ANT . 
Xt:. CUr I 0N Bt:.G I ~S ... 
I HC 218I f I OCS - I/0 8HROR RSA~ I NPUT ERROR 01 ON FIL8: "FT02F001" 
r~AC ~BACK ROU~I ~l:. CALL ~D f ROM ISN 
I 9CO N 
DIFF 
i p l ems 
C 1·!.::i Ve r s i o n 3 • 2 5 
log in 191 
R ; 
lo9 in 192 t, p 
T (192) K/ 0 
h. ; 
ti rn es e r s 
CP 
U, l'r .. K L c. 'l'i'l:. r? r'OR OP'l' I ON YOU .-J /\ !..J 'l' . 
C 
Rt:.G . 14 
000131F'C 
t:l il'l:.R IJc.S l t<I-. D CP/Ci·b CO t•JH;'.\ 1,if):::i , Q;,,.i:; P t.!•: LI \) t:.. 
i\rl t.N FL..JI::i Ht..D '1YPt.:: &GOTO - riui::s 
a lt e r se re f t 02 f001 p l fil e ft 02t00 1 ;> l 
&] Oto - q ue s 
DO YOLJ wll_ r\j'f l'O ~0 AGAI~? 
y 
::.. ,..J 1' ,~k Lt.T'l'r.: l"' F' UH OPTI O",; t ; )L) ,- 1\ '\ 'f . 
d 
RE;G . 15 
000133F8 


















APP E DIX l-< 
11!1S PAG!E IS BElST QUALITY ~en~ 
l'&()M OOPY FUR:tilSHED XO DD,Q ----
KEYBOARD SESSI ON AND OUTPUT FROM TUE ANALYSIS OF 
TIME SE I G (SEASONAL) 
This append ix c ontains the c on~ cc te rminal keyboard 
session and all o fflin o utput f r om he n a lysis of Box 
and Jenkins' [Re f . 4] t ime s erie s G (In erna tional airline 
passenge rs, month l y t ot l s , Jan 194 - Dec 1 96 0 ) using the 
Time Series Editor . This a ppe ndix is i tended to supplement 
the discussion of the analy si s of s eri,,s G g i v en in Chapter 
VI of this report. 
The termina l l is ti n s are rese1 t d ~irs t , followed by 
the computer of flin e output . 
1 'J 
NUS PAGE I S BEST QUALITY PR,A.CHCAB~ 
m0M COPY F~l!:i.H..U) 1'0 JJC -
-- -r epeat login nuc ~pn~ 
logi n 1 6 2l p 44 400k 
C:N'C~:R PASSWORD: 
EN f t H 4-DIGIT PROJECT NUMBE R FOLLO~E D BY 4-CHARACTER COST 2ENTER CODE: 
0444rl 72 
RE ~DY AT 15.12.34 ON 09/16/78 
CMS Version ~ .25 
CP 
l i n k 2069p 191 192 
ENTE R PASSWORD: 
SET TO READ ONLY 
ipl ems 
CMS Version 3.25 
log i n 191 
R; 
login 192 t,p 
T (192) R/0 
R; 
timeser 
EACH 2 SECONDS EXECUTION TIME IS INDICATED BY* 
YOU HAVE ENTERED THE TIME SERI ES EDITOR. 
PLEASE RESPOND TO .EA'C1' QUERY ·wITH AN INPUT AT THE TERMINAL. 
ENTER ONLY THE FIRST LS'l'TER FOR A WORD RESPONSE. 
ENT ER NUMERICAL VALUES VIA FORTRAN FORMAT. 
TYP E INTEGER VALUES (RIGHT JUSTIFI ED) FOR NAMES STARTING 
wITH I THRUN. TYPE FLOATING VALUES WITH DECIMAL FOR ALL OTHERS. 
DO '!OU WANT A LIST OF THE OP'U-OttS? 
y 
OPTI ON DESCRIPT ION 
GE~ERATE ---- -GE NER AT E ANY AR IM A TI M~ ~ER I ES 
AUTO ---------CALCULAT E AUTOCORH ELATIONS, PAUTOS, MEA N AND VARIANC E 
PLOT ---------PLO'C A TIM E SERI ES 
ESTIMATE -----CALCU LAT E MAX LIK ELIHOOD EST I MATES OF ARMA PA RAMETERS 
DIFF ---- -----DIF FERENCE A Tl ~E SER I ES 
FOH ECAST -----FOR EC A::i T FUTURt: VALUt:S, ·coNSTHUCT CON FIDENCE I NTERVALS 
TR ANS ------;-TRANSFORMS VAL UE S OF A TI ME SER I ES 
ROOT S --------DETE RMINES ROOTS OF ARI MA CH ARACTERI ST IC EQUATION 
ZFORMAT ------ALTER DATA FI LE TO FORMA~ 5~ 15;~ 
CMSv.O RK ------PERFORM CP/C MS COMM ANDS I N. TIME-S£R EXEC 
SIMU LAT E -----SIMULATE NONSEASONAL TI ME SERIES 
YES'CSE AS -----CALCULATE I NITI AL SEASONAL PARAMETERS 
~MAR QRDT -----MARQUARDT SOLUTION FOR PARAMET ER ESTI MAT ES 
XSUMSQ -------CALCULATE SUM OF SQ UARES FOR ARBITRARY PARA METERS 
~OULD YOU LIKE MORE INFO? 
y 
tNT~R OPTION YOU wA NT INFO ABOUT. 
y 
YESTSE AS ----THI S PROGRAM CALCULA TE S INITIAL PARAMET~R ESTI ~ATES 
FOR SEASONAL AND NON SEASONAL ARI MA MODE LS , TO BE USED AS IN PUTS TO 
TH E w~ARQROT PROGRAM . 
DO YOU WANT INFO ABOU T ANO' lltR OPTION? 
y 
E, T~R OPTI ON YOU WANT IN FO AOOUT. 
w 
J 20 
1'HIS PAGE l .S BEST QUALITY f'.RACil_CA,B~ 
1ROM COPY EUFJUSHElD l'Q DD.Q ___,---
ft MA~QR DT ----TH IS PROGRAM CALCULATES NON-LI NEAR LEAST SQU ARES 
ESTIMATES OF •OX-J ENK I ~S PA~A METERS FOR A GE NERAL (SEASONAL 
OH NONSEASONAL) AR IMA MODE L. IT REQUIRES INI T IAL PARAMETER 
EST IMATES AS STARTING VALUES; THESE MAY BE CALCULATED USING 
PROGRAM YESTSEAS. 
DO YOU WANT INFO ABOUT ANOTHE R OPTION? 
y 
E,~TER OPTION YOU WANT INFO ABOUT, 
X 
XSUMSQ ---- - -THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE SUM OF SQUAR ED RESIDUALS 
FOR ANY SET OF ARIMA (SEASONAL OR NONSEASONAL) PARAMETERS. 
DO YOU WANT INFO ABOUT ANOTHER OPTION? 
n 
*DO YOU WANT TO TR Y A SESSION? 
y 
, 
EN TER LETTER FOR OPTION YOU WANT. 
C 
ENTE R DESIRED CP/CMS COMMANDS, ONE PER LINE, 
WH EN FINISHED TYPE: &GOTO -QUES 
stat 
P (191): 26 FILES; 235 REC IN USE, 61 LEFT (of 296), 791 FULL (2 CYL) 
cp q f 
FILES :- NO RDR, NO PRT , NO PUN 
listf * ft02f001 
FILEN AME FILETYPE MODE 
SERG FT02F001 Pl 
SERC FT02F001 Pl 




. 5 · 9/16 
file ft02f00l pl 
DO YOU WANT TO GO AGAIN? 
y 
UlTt::R LETTER FOR OPTION YOU WANT. 
p 
IS YCu R DATA IN FI LE FT 02 F00 l? 
y 
~XE CUT I ON BEGINS .. , 
~NTER T I TLE FOR PLOT 
serie s g data/ undi ffecenc ed 
TIM E SERIES PLOTS HAV E BEE N PRINTED OFFLINE 
DO YOU WANT TO GO AGA IN? 
y 
EN Ti R LETTE R FOR OPTION YO U WANT. 
a 
IS YOU R DATA IN FIL E FT02F0 01? 
y 






0. 4 8 2 




0 . 7 5 3 
0.6 46 















0.94 8 -0.22 9 o. 3 0 . 9 4 0.074 0.00 8 0 .12 6 0 .0 90 0.232 0.166 
0.171 - 0 .13 5 - 0 . 5 40 - 0 . 0 27 0. 091 0.02 5 0 . 032 0.07 : 0.048 -0.046 
0 . 0 46 -0.100 0 .0 52 0 . 0 48 -0.163 
1" 1 
ME_A~" --280. 299 VARIANCE= 14292.0 
ENTER TITLE FOR PLOTS. 
autos and pautos of series g data/ undifference~ 
YOUR AUTO AND PAUTO PLOTS HAVE BEEN PRINTE D OFFLINE. 
PICK UP IN ROOM 1140 UND ER YO UR USER ID NUMBER. 
DO YOU WANT TO GO AGAIN? 
y 
ENTt R LETTER FOR OPTION YOU WANT. 
t 
IS YOUR DATA IN FILE FT02F001? 
y 
EXECUTION BEGINS ••. 
DO YOU WANT,TO TRANSLATE THE ORIGIN: W=Z-SHIFT? 
n 
DO YOU WANT TO RESCALE THE VALUES: W=Z*SCALE? 
n 
DO YOU WANT A LOG TRANSFORMATION? 
y 
TRANSFORMATION IS W(I)•LOG(SCALE*(Z(I)-SHIFT)-FACTOR) WHERE: 
SCALE= 1.00000 SHIFT=0.0 FACTOR•0.0 
YOUR ORIGINAL SERIES IS IN DATA FT02F001 Pl. 
YOUR TRANSFORMED SERIES IS IN FILE FT02F001 Pl. 
DO YOU WANT TO PLOT THE TRANSFORMED VALUES? 
y 
EXECUTION BEGINS ••. 
* ENTER TITLE FOR PLOT 
plot of series g data/ natural log transform 
TIME SERIES PLOTS HAVE BEEN PRINTED OFFLIN& 
DO YOU WANT TO GO AGAIN? 
y 
ENTER LETTER FOR OPTION YOU WANT. 
a 
IS YOUR DATA IN PILE FT02F001? 
y 





0 . 762 
0.506 



















0.954 -0.118 0.0 4 0 . 024 0 . 1 16 0 . 04 4 0 .0 38 0.100 0.204 0.064 
0.106 -0.042 -0.485 -0.034 0.042 -0.0 44 0. 028 0.037 0.04 ~ 0.014 
0.073 -0.033 0.061 0.031 -0.194 
MEAN= 5.54218 VAR I ANCE= 0.193531 
ENTER TITLE FOR PLOTS. 
a utos and pautos of series g data/ natural log transfo rm 
YO UR AUTO AND PAU TO PLOTS HAVE BEEN PRINTED OFFLINE . 
PIC K UP IN ROOM 114 0 UNDER YOUR USER I D NUMBER. 
DO YOU WANT TO GO AGAIN? . 
y 
L 2 2 
l'HIS PAGE IS BEST QUALITY I:'RACUC.A.BLi 
FROM OOPY EURiliISHW XO '°'1Q ____:_- -
ENT ·· R LETT t:R FOR OPT I ON YOU 1-,A NT. 
d 
IS YOU R DATA IN PI LE PT02P0017 
y 
EXECUT ION BEGINS ••. 
IS YOUR TIME SERIES SEASONAL? 
y 
ENTER OROE~ OF SEASONAL DIFFERENCING. 
l 
ENTER LENGTH OF SEASONAL PERIOD VIA 12. 
12 
ENTER NUMBER OF NONS EASONAL DIFFERENCES. 
l 
DO YOU WANT TO PLOT AU TO AND PAUTO OF TRANSFORMED DATA? 
y 
EXECUTION BEGINS ••• 
AUTOCORR ELATIONS 
-0.341 0.105 -0.202 0.0 21 0.056 
0.064 -0.387 0.152 -0.0 5 8 0.150 
0 . 039 -0.091 0.223 -0.018 -0.100 
PARTIAL AUTOCORR ELATION S 
-0 . 341 -0.013 -0.193 -0.125 0.033 
0.047 -o. 3 39 -0.109 -0.077 -0.022 
0.132 -0.072 0.143 -0.067 -0.103 
MEANa0.290920E-03 VARIANC E 
ENTER T ITLE FOR PLOTS. 
0. 031 -0.056 -0.001 
-0.139 o. 071 0.016 
0.035 -0.060 -0.020 
-0 . 140 0.026 0.115 
a 0.208604E-0~ 
0.176 -0.076 
-o. 011 -0.117 
0.226 0,043 
-0.013 -0.167 
a utos and pautos for series g s@data / l ns diff, l seas diff, ln xform 
YO UR AUTO ANO PAUTO PLOTS HAVE BEEN PRINTED OFFLINE, 
PICK UP IN ROOM 1140 UNDER YOUR USER IO NUMBER, 
DO YOU WANT TO GO AGAIN? 
y 
ENrER LETTER FOR OPTION YOU WANT . 
C 
EN TER DESIR ED CP/CMS COMMANDS , ONE PER LINE. 
~ Hl-.N FI NISHE D TYPE : &GOTO - QUES 
alter file ft03f001 pl save f t0 3f0 01 pl 
alter data ft02f001 pl serg ft02f001 pl 
stat 
P (191): 29 FILES; 2 67 REC IN US E , 29 LEFT (of 296), 90\ FULL (2 CYL) 
e rase file ft08f001 
i: p q f 
FI~ES: - NO RDR, NO PRT, NO PUN 
&g oto -ques 
DO YOU WANT TO GO AGAIN? 
y 
ENTC R LETT ER FOR OPTI ON YOU WANT. 
y 
IS YOUR DATA IN F ILE PT02P00l? 
y 
EXECUT ION BEGINS ... 
ENTE R LENGTH OF SEASON VIA FORMAT 12. 
1 2 
E1' 'J.' ER NUMB ER OP NON-S EA SONAL DIPPERt:NCES. 
1 
1::/lTER NUMBl:: R Of' S t: ASONI\L D[f'Fl-.RENC ES . 
1 
ENTER NUMBER OF NON-S r; ASO AL AR PAR/\MET t::RS . 
0 
P 3 
1'BIS PA(!E IS SEST QUAr.ITY PRACTICA.B,kM 




ENTER NUMBER OF SEASONAL AR PARAM ETERS. 
ENTER NUMBER OF NON-S EASO NAL MA PA RAMETE RS. 
EN'l'C:R NUMBER OF SEASONAL MA PARAMC:TERS . 
INITIAL PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR MARQRT 
THETA(l) • 0.390425 
THETAS(l) • 0.534397 
DO YOU WANT TO GO AGAIN? 
y 
ENTER LETTER FOR OPTION YOU WANT. 
w 
IS YOUR DATA IN FILE FT02F001? 
y 
EXECUTION BEGINS ••• 
ENTER NUMBER OF NON-SEASONAL DIFFE RENC ES. 
l 
ENTER NUMBER OF SEASONAL DIFFERENCES. 
1 
ENTER NUMBER OF NON-SEASONAL AR PARAM ETE RS . 
0 
ENTER NUMBER OF SEASONAL AR PA RAM ETE RS. 
0 
ENTER NUMBER OF NON-SEASONAL MA PARAMETERS. 
l 
ENTE R NUMBER OF SEASONAL MA PARAM ET ERS. 
l 
ENrER LENGTH OF SEASON VIA FORMAT I 2. 
12 
NOW INPUT YOUR INITIAL PARAM ETER EST IMATES, AS REQUESTED. 
ENTtR NON-SeASONAL MA PARAM ETER THETA(l) • 
. 390425 
ENTER SEASONAL MA PARAMET ER THETAS(l) • 
. 534397 
• 
CONVERGENCE HAS BEEN REACH ED IN MAX ( 7, 7) ITER/1.TIONS. 
StLECTED OUTPUT FOLLOWS: 
PARAMETER ESTIMAT E 
THETA(l) • 0.3771 52 
THETAS(l) • 0. 5723 87 
STANDARD t::R ROR 
0.819933D-01 
0.780252D-01 
MOVING AVt::RAGE CONSTANT : THETAO • 0.000291 
** 
CHI-SQUA RE STATI STIC FOR RiS I DU AL LACK OF FIT• 29.713571 
DEGREES OF FREt OO~ = 38 
PROBABILITY OF EXC -~ I N STATIST IC• 0.829 438 
124 
:mus PAGE IS BES T QUALITY l'RA'C:U~ 
FROM COPY FLIRllilSHED ro DDO . __;_ 
DO YOU WANT TO PLOT AUTO AND PAUTO Of RtS IDUALS? 
y 
tXtCUTION BEGINS ... 
AUTOCORRELATI ONS 
0.009 0.026 -0.129 -0.1 05 0 . 0 78 0.0 77 -0.036 -0.033 0,103 -0.050 
0 . 026 -0.020 0.013 0.0 35 0 . 067 -0.130 0.052 0 , 015 -0.093 -0.090 
-0.027 -0.014 0.213 0.0 09 -0.04 2 
PARTIAL AUTOCORR ELATI ONS 
0.009 0.026 -0.130 -0.104 
-0.022 0.018 0.046 0.001 
0.042 -0.014 0.143 -0.025 
0.088 0.068 -0.072 -0.029 0.151 -0.057 
0.05 3 -0.114 0.069 0.029 -0.129 -0.134 
0.013 
MEAN•0,236005E-02 VARIANCE z 0.139713E-02 
ENTER TITLE FOR PLOTS. 
autos and pautos of residuals / (O,l,l)x(0,1,1)12 model of series g 
YOUR AUTO AND PAUTO PLOTS HAVE BEEN PRINTED OFFLINE, 
PICK UP IN ROOM 1140 UNDER YOUR US ER ID NUMBER • 
• 
DO YOU WANT TO GO AGAIN? 
y 
ENTER LETTER FOR OPTION YOU WANT. 
y 
IS YOUR DATA IN FILE FT02F001? 
y 
EXECUTION BEGINS ••• 
ENTER LENGTH OF SEASON VIA FO RM AT I2. 
12 
EM'rER NUMBER OF NON-S EASONAL DI F'FtRENCES. 
1 
C:NTtR NUMBER OF StASONA L DIF' F'E RE NCES . 
l 
ENTER NUMBER N ' NON-SEASONAL AR PA RAMtTERS. 
l 
EN TER NUMBER OF SEASONA L AR PARAMETEKS. 
0 
EN Tt:R NUMBER OF NON-SEASONAL MA PARAM ETERS. 
l 
ENTER NUMBER OF Si,;ASONA L MA PARAME TE RS. 
l 
••• 
INIT IAL PARAMETER ESTIMAT ES fOR MARQRT 
PHI(l) = 0,112699 
THtTA(l) • 0.4908 83 
THETAS(l) • 0.533 679 
DO YOU WANT TO GO AGAIN? 
y 
LNTER LETTER FOR OPT I ON YOU WAN T . 
w 
IS YOU R DATA I N FIL E FT02F00 1? 
y 
EXECUTION BEGINS . .. 
ENTER NUMBER OF NON - SEASON L DIFFE RENC ES . 
l 
ENTER NUMB ER OF S EA O A DIFFt~~NCES . 
l 
ENT£ R NUMBtR OF NON - : ~;ASONAf, IIR Pllt<A F:TERS . 
1 
1 25 
ENTER NUMBER OF SEASONAL AR PA RAM~TE HS . 
0 
mrs PAGE IS BIDST QUALI TY PRACXI CAB!!I 
~OOH.FURNISHED roooc ----
ENTER NUMBER OF NON-SEAS ON AL MA PARAMETERS. 
1 
ENTER NUMBER OF SEASONAL MA PA RAMETERS. 
1 
ENTER LENGTH OF SEASON VIA FOR MAT 12. 
12 
NOW INPUT ¥OUR INITIAL PARAM ETER EGT IMATES, AS REQUESTED. 
ENTER NON-SEASONAL AR PARAMETE R PHI(l). 
0.112699 
ENTER NON-SEASONAL MA PARAM ETE R THETA(l). 
0.490883 
ENTER SEASONAL MA PARAMETER THETAS (l). 
0.533679 
*** 
CONVERGENCE HAS BEEN REACHED IN MAX(l0,10) ITERATIONS, 
SELECTED OUTPUT FOLLOWS: 











MOVING AVERAGI:: CONS TANT: THETA0 • 0.000248 
CHI-SQUARE STATI STIC FOR RESID UAL LACK OF FIT• 28.302543 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM• 37 
PROBABILITY OF EXC EED ING STATISTIC • 0 , 847102 
DO ¥OU WANT TO PLOT AUTO AND PAUTO OF RESIDUALS? 
y 
*EXECUTION BEGINS .. • 
AUTOC ORR ELA TION S 
-0.013 0.073 -0.1 00 -0 .088 0 . 077 0.0 7) - 0.031 -0, 033 0.105 - 0.05 4 
0.033 -0.018 0.014 0.027 0.0 70 -0.133 0 .0 51 0.008 -0.092 -0.0 84 
-0.020 -0.023 0.208 0.0 05 -0. 03 6 
PARTIAL AUTOCOR EL ArJ O~~ 
- 0 .013 0,073 -0.0 98 -o.o 
- 0.027 0.017 0.047 -0. 00 4 
0. 0 51 -0 . 006 0.1 4 -0.01 
0.0 2 0.0 l -0.06 4 - o.0 4r, 0 . 15 2 -0.05C 
0.0 5) -0. I 0.055 0.031 - !l . 123 -0.135 
0.003 
VA R !\ ••C • '.l . 3 37) -0 2 
t ft R TITLE FOR PLOTS. 
autoa and pautos of re s dua 
¥OU R AUTO AN D PA UTO PLOT H~V 
PIC K UP IN ROOM 1140 U OtK 
DO YOU WANT TOG A ,1 , ? 
y 
vt series g 
I:.. 
ENTER LETTER FOR OPTI ON YOU WANT. 
f 
IS YOUR DATA IN FILE FT02F00l? 
y 
EXECUTION BEGINS .•• 
IS YOUR SERUS SEASON AL? 
y 
EN'fl,;R SEASONAL DATA AS REQUESTED : 
ENTER NUMBER OF St":ASON AL DIFF ERt:NCES. 
1 
ENTER NUMJ3ER OF SEASONAL AR PARA Ml::TE RS. 
0 
ENT&::R NUMBER OF SEASON AL MA PARAMETERS. 
1 
ENTER LENGTH OF SEASON VIA FORMA T I 2 . 
12 
ENTER NONSEASONAL DATA AS RE QUESTE D: 
ENTER NUMBER OF NON-S t:: ASONAL DIFFERENCES. 
1 
1::NTER NUMBER OF NO N- SEASONAL AR PARAM ETE RS. 
0 
ENTER NUMBER OF NON-SEASON AL MA PA RAMETERS. 
1 
• NOW INPUT YOUR PARAMET t:: R ESTIMATES: 
ENTER MA CONSTANT TERM , THETAO . 
. 000291 
ENTt:R NON-SEASONAL MA PA RA METE R THETA(l) • 
• 377152 
ENTER SEASONAL MA PARAMETER THETAS (l) • 
• 572387 
ENTER MAXIMUM FO RECAST LEAD TI ME VI A FORMAT 12. 
30 
ENTER INDEX FOR PLOT ORIGIN VIA FORMAT 13. 
100 
ENTER INDEX FOR FOREC AST OR I Gl N VIA FORMAT 13. 
131 
ENTER SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL FOR CON FIDENCE IN~E RVALS. 
0.10 
WAS YOUR DATA TRANSFO RM ED IN THE TRANS PROGRAM? 
y 
DO YOU WANT BASIC OUTPUT AT THE TE RMINAL? 
y 
THE LAST 10 WV EC VAL Ul:.S: 
0.-418999 E 03 o. 461001 1:. 03 0 . 472000E 03 
0.6060001:: 03 0. 507999E 0) o. 46100 1F. 0 3 
TH E 30 FOR EC AST VAL Ut:: ." : 
0.398539):: 03 o. 41518 41:: 03 0 . 54021-: 03 
0.4697101:. 03 0 . 54345b , 03 0 . 1819 4£ 03 
0.460421E 03 0 . 405 213 1:. 3 0. 44t! Ol6 ' 03 
0.520593t: 03 0.507 5481;; 03 0 . 5 879 11:: 0 3 
0.705666 E 03 0 .590 7 r. 0 1 0. 'l 190 I:. 03 
0. 526 812 1:: 03 0. 502 00 2 . 03 0 . ) 1! 778 I~ 03 
127 
0 . 5350 0l t: 
0. 3900 0l t: 
0.46269 71:: 
0 . 626 27 6t: 
0. 46686 41:: 
0 . 61199 18 
0. 4 569781:: 
0.573220E 
03 0.622000E 03 
03 0.432002E 03 
03 0.450 971 1:: 03 
03 0.5 24292 E 03 
03 0 . 44474 8E "3 
03 0.6963571:: 0 3 
03 0. 50 5397 E 03 
0 3 0.597386 £ 0 3 
mIS PAGE I'S BEST QUALITY PRA:CUCAB~ 
1B()iM OW'J'. E,URJlil.J SHIW 119 ~I! __....-
TH I,; 30 UPPt:R FOR ECAST CONFI DEN C~ LIMITS: 
0. 399598E 03 0.4 16254 E 03 0. 396 48 l t: 03 
0.470813E 03 0.544567 E 03 0 .6 1931 1E 03 
o. 4615571> 03 0.406354 E 03 0.4 49 173E 03 
0.521779E 03 0.50874JE 03 0. 5299951:; 03 
0.706894t: 03 o. 592163 1:: 03 0. 5203 32E 03 
0.528090E 03 0.503292E 03 0. 58 908 3£:: 03 
ALPHA FOR THE CONFIDENCI:: LIMITS I S: 0.100 
* 
DO YOU WANT TO GO AGAIN? 
y 
ENTER LETTER FOR OPTION YOU WANT. 
f 
IS YOUR DATA IN FILE FT02F001? 
y 
EXECUTION BEGINS ••• 
IS YOUR SERIES SEASONAL? 
y 
ENT ER SEASONAL DATA AS REQUESTE D: 
ENTER NUMBER OF Sl>ASONAL DIFFERENCES. 
1 
ENTER NUMBER OF St:ASONAL AR PA RAMETERS. 
0 
ENTER NUMBER OF SEASONAL MA PA RAMETERS. 
l 
ENTER LENG'fH OF SEASON VIA FORMAT I2. 
12 
ENTER NONSEASONAL DATA AS Rt:QUESTED: 
ENTER NUMBER OF NON-SEASONAL DIFFt:R t: NCES. 
l 
0.4 6378 51:; 
0.6273991:; 




ENTl::R NUMBER OF NON-SEASONAL AR PARAMETERS. 
1 
ENTt:R NUMBER OF NON-SEASONl\L MA PARAMETERS. 
1 
NOw INPUT YOUR PARAM ETE R ESTIMATES : 
ENTER MA CONSTANT TERM, THETAO • 
• 000248 
i,; NTE R NON-SEASONAL AR PARAMET ER PHI ( l ). 
0.146667 
EN TER NON-SEASONAL MA PARAMETt; R THETA(l). 
0 . 509816 
t; NTt;R SEASONAL MA PARAM ETER THETAS ( l ). 
0.573388 
t:NTER MAXIMUM FORECAST LEAD TIME VI A FORMAT 12. 
30 
ENTER INDEX FOR PLOT ORIG IN VI A FO RMAT 1 3. 
100 
EN Ti R INDEX FOR FOR EC AST ORIGIN VIA f ORM AT 13. 
131 
ENTER SIGNIFICANCE LEV t; L FOR CONFI DE NCE I NTERVALS. 
0.10 
WAS YOUR DATA TRANSFORM ED IN THE TRANS PROGRA/1? 
y 
DO YOU WA NT . BASIC OUTPUT AT THE TERM INAL ? 
y 
128 
03 0.452068E 03 
03 0.525422E 03 
03 0.445925E 03 
03 O. 697577E 03 
03 0.506664E 03 
03 0.598708E 0'1 
~IS PAGE IS B!JST QUALI!'Y PRACl'I~ 
FROM OOPY YURlliISHEO ro 000 . __.- -
'fHh LAST 10 WVEC VALU ES : 
0.41R999E 03 0.461001 £ 03 0.4720 00E 03 0.535001~ 03 0.622000E 03 
0.606000£ 03 0.507999£ 03 0.461 001E 03 0 .3 900011:: 03 0.432002E OJ 
THE 30 FORECAST VALU ES : 
O. 398650E, 03 0.414875E 03 0. 39 51 251:: 03 
0.4693481:: 03 0.5430451:: 03 0.6177 001:: 03 
O. 460071E 03 0.4048991:: 03 o. 447 7391:: 03 
0 . 520096E 03 0.507066£ 03 0. 528257£ 03 
0.704905E 03 0.590336E 03 0.518566 E 03 
O. 526113E 03 0.501400£ 03 0.587074 C: 03 
THE 30 UPPl::R FORECAST CONFIDENCE LIMITS : 
0.399709E 03 0.415945£ 03 0.3962041,; 03 
0.470448E 03 0.544151E 03 0.61881?.E 03 
0. 46ll99E 03 0.406032£ 03 0.448887 E 03 
0.521270£ 03 0.5082491:: 03 0.52944 8E 03 
0.706117E 03 0.591556E 03 0. 5197921:: 03 
0.527371E 03 0.5026681:: 03 0.588353£ 03 
ALPHA FOR THE CONFIDENCI:: LIMITS IS: 0.100 
DO YOU WANT TO GO AGAIN? 
y 
ENTER LETTER FOR OPTION YOU WANT. 
f 
IS YOUR DATA IN FILE FT02F001? 
y 
t:Xl::CUTION BEGINS ... 
IS YOUR SERIES SEASONAL? 
y 
ENTER SEASONAL DATA AS REQUESTED: 
ENTER NUMB£R OF SEASON AL OIF'F ERE NCt:;S. 
1 
ENTEk NUMBER OF SEASONAL AR PARAMETERS. 
0 
ENTER NUMBER OF SEASONAL MA PARAMETERS. 
1 
ENTER LENGTH OF SEASON VIA FORMAT 12. 
12 
ENTER NONSEASONAL DATA AS REQUtSTEO: 
ENTtR NUMBER OF NON-St:ASO NAL DIFFl::RENCES. 
1 




0 . 456512 1:: 







l::NTER NUMBER OF NON-S EASONAL AR PARAMETERS. 
0 
ENTt: R NUMBER OF NON-St:ASONAL MA PAR(\M ETERS, 
1 
NOW INPUT YOUR PARAM ETE R ESTIMATES: 
E::Tt:R MA CONSTANT TERM, THET/\0 . 
• Oll O 2 91 
t:1/Tl:. R NON-S t ASONAL MA PARA ME Tt:: R THt::TA ( l) • 
. 3771 52 
£1iTt:: R SEASONAL MA PARAMETER THETAS ( l) • 
• 572387 















0 . 450651E 03 




0 . 5966321:: 03 
0. 451744E 03 
0.525020E 03 
0.445491E 03 
0.696837E 03 . 
0.506207E 03 
O.S97930E 03 
E,,TC:R INDEX FOR PLOT OR IGI N VI A FOHMAT I3. 
075 
ENTE R INDEX FOR FORECAST ORIGIN VIA FORMAT 13. 
12 :J 
E:l'r l::R SIGNIFICANCI:: LEVEL FOR CON FID ENCE INTERVA LS . 
0.10 
~AS YOUR DATA TRANS FORMED I N THE TRAN S PROGRAM? 
y 
DO YOU WANT BASIC OUTPUT AT THE TERMINAL? 
n 
• 
DO YOU WANT TO GO AGAIN? 
y 
ENTER LETTER FOR OPTION YOU WANT. 
d 
IS YOUR DATA IN FILE FT02F00l? 
y 
EXECUTION BEGINS ••• 
IS YOUR TIME SERIES SEASONAL? 
y 
. ENTER ORDER OF SEASONAL DIFFE RENCING. 
l 
ENTER LENGTH OF SEASONAL PER IOD VIA 12 . 
12 
ENTER NUMBER OF NONSEASONAL DIFFERENCES. 
1 
DO YOU WANT TO PLOT AUTO AND PAUTO OF TRANSFORMED DAl~? 
n 
DO YOU WANT TO GO AGAIN? 
y 
ENT ER LETTER FOR OPTI ON YOU WANT. 
C 
ENTER DESIRED CP/CMS COMMANDS , ONE PER LINE. 
WHEN FINISHED TYPE: &GOTO -QU ES 
alter file ft02f001 pl lnserg ft02f001 pl 
alter file ft03f001 pl file ft02f001 pl 
,goto -ques 
DO YOU WANT TO GO AGAIN ? 
y 
ENTER LETTER FOR OPrION YOU WANT. 
IC 
IS YOUR DATA IN FILE FT02F0017 
y 
EXECUTION BEGI NS ••. 
IS YOUR SERIES SEASONAL ? 
y 






ENTE R NUMBER OF SEASONAL AR PA RAMETERS. 
ENTE R NUMBER Or' SEASONAL MA PARAM r:'fl::RS . 
ENTc: R NUMB ER Or' NON-SEASONA L AR AHAMETtRS . 
ti-lTt R NUMBER OF NON-StASONAL M PARAMETE RS. 
WO~ INPUT YOUR INI TIAL PA RA ~T~M tST IMATtS, AS REQUESTE D. 
C: NTER NON- SEASONAL Ml\ PA 1\:-H:Trn T ll t-: r A ( l) • 
• )77152 
ENTER SEASONAL MA PARAM t Tt:: R TlltTAS(l) . 
• 572387 
130 
FOR THE GIVE N INPUT PARAMETERS AND MODEL 
THE RESIDUA L SUM OF SQUAR E ' IS: 0.18192935D 00 
no YOU WANT TO TEST DIFFE RENT PARAMETER VALUES? 
n 
DO YOU WANT TO 'fEST A DI FFERENT MODEL? 
y 
IS YOUR SERIES SEASONAL? 
y 
t:NTER LENGTH OF SEASON VIA FORMAT I 2. 
12 
ENTt:M NUMBER OF SEASONAL AR PARAMETERS . 
0 
ENTER NUMBER OF SEASONA L MA PARAMl-:Tt::RS. 
l 
ENTER NUMBER OF NON-SEA SONAL AR PARAMETERS. 
l 
ENTER NUMBER OF NON-SEAS ONAL MA PARAM E'ft: RS. 
l 
NOW INPUT YOUR INITIAL PARA METER ESTIMATES, AS REQUESTED. 
ENTER NON-SEASONAL AR PARA METER PHI(l) • 
. 146667 
ENTtR NON-SEASONAL MA PARAMETER TrlETA(l) • 
• 509816 
ENTER SEASONAL MA PARAM ETER THETAS( l) . 
. 573388 
• 
FOR THE GIVEN INPUT PARAMETERS ANO MODEL 
THE RESIDUA L SUM OF SQUARES I S: 0.181643780 00 
00 YOU WANT TO TEST OIFFERf.NT PARAMETER VALUES? 
n 
DO YOU WANT TO TEST A DIFF t: RENT MODEL? 
n 
DO YOU WANT TO GO AGAIN? 
n 
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APPENDIX C 
LISTI NG OF DATA SETS RESIDING 
IN THE TIME SERIES EDITOR 
This appendix conta i ns listing s of the data sets now 
residing in the Time Series Editor . The data consists of 
Box and Jenkins' [Ref. 4) time series C [Ref. 4, p. 528) 
and time series G [Ref. 4, p . 531) , as well as a data set 
containing monthly Monterey, Cali f ornia , rainfall data 
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